BACKGROUND MATERIALS ON
PRIVACY AND THE RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
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There has been an explosion in employee privacy-rights litigation in recent years, and
^i

employees are experiencing growing success with lawsuits of this nature. In a survey done by
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Jury Research Inc., bere has been a 20-fold increase in the number of s u c c e s verdicts
~
between the periods 1981-84 and 1985-87. In 1985-87, the average award was over
$300,000; but during 1979-80, the average had been zero -- because no succesdid employee
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rights verdicts were reached during that period.
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This sharp inaease in privacy rights litigation, sometimes refmed to as a "second civil
,
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rights revolution," is the result ofan erosion of thedoctrine of ''employment at will English
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common law long presumed that unspecified employment was for a term of one year, with no

I

discharge except for good cause. That was modified during the industrial revolution, and by
1900 the standard was employment at will by either party -- and discharge for good cause, no
cause, or even morally wrong cause, with no legal cause of action.

It wasn't until the end ofthe 19th Century that there was discussion of privacy as a right.
The first in-depth discussion ofthe issue came in 1890 in an article published in the fledghng
Hanard Latp W * mby SamuelWarren and Louis Brandeis. They argued for a broad privacy

principle, seen as supporting the torts of defamation and property rights.

This broad concept ofprivacy developed slowly, however, and the actual manner in which
a right ofprivacy might be urilized remaitas vague. What is dear is that in addition to the tort
of intrusion, &ere seems to be a solid legal defense of privacy in dismissal actions for
moonlighting, extramarital affain or other off-the-job activities that employers might frown
upon.

As to the federal conititutional and statutory law regarding privacy, the Supreme Court
ruled in 1965 in W o U P. Contt~cticoctthat an implied privacy right exists within the
"penumbra" of guarantees in the Constitution's Bill of Rights. The constitutional policy
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protections that arise fiom GtiwoIrl apply to the actions of the federal government and the
states, and therefore cover all public employees. With some limited exceptions, they do not

rTI

restrictprivate employers. Absent spedficstateorfederallegislation, only the commonlawtorts
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such as "invasion ofprivacy" and "deEamation" define the privacy rights ofprivate employees.

Nevertheless, the protections afforded public employees are important to private employees

because many courts and arbitratorslook at constitutional protectionsfor guidance on the type

I

of privacy interests that deserve protection.
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Since the late 1960s, many states have enacted law that create exceptions to the
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employment at will doctrine. Three common law exceptions have been used to expand
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express and implied contract rights; and (3) a covenant of good f%thand fair dealing.
- .
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employeerightsand enforce privacy interests: (1)wrongful dischargeagainst publicpolicy; (2)

'0.

Ten years ago, the right ofp&acy applied to the privacy ofpersonat records. The recent
burst of employee privacy actions has largely been based on tort Paw, rather than contract law.
I

This is in part because s u c c e d tort plaintifEs can seek damages for emotional distress and
punitive damages, in addition to lost wages.

mi

Essentially, employment-related litigation is the fastest-growing area of tort law, and there
are no indications that this trend will change. And consistently, privacy-based actions have
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represented a si@cant proportion of employment litigation.
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DRUG TESTING
Both the federal government and the private sector have a legitimateinterest in maintain-
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ing a drug-fiee workplace. According to a report fiom the Research Triangle Institute,
American business suffixed$71.5 billion in losses in productivity and employmentfiom alcohol
abuse and $34 billion in losses fiom drug abuse.
TheAmerican public has becomeincreasinglyconcerned about drug abuse,fiom both the
supplyand demand standpoints. In testimonyrelatingto the 1987Maryland Amtrak train crash
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that N e d or injured nearly 200 people, it was asserted that nearly 80 percent of Connil
operatingstaffuseddrugsor alcohol. Similarly,the drugbill has become a major campaignissue
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this year: many proposals, including drug testing, have been circulated and even incorporated

into an Omnibus Drug Bill which expresses the public's sense ofhtration with the subject.
Noutheless, e&ploym in the public and private sectors7and representatives of various
trade associations and labor unions, have serious reservations as to the efEcacy of drug testing.
There is almost universal condemnationof "random drug testing," and there seems to be little
supportfor a policy issued in 1986by the President's Commission on Organized Crime, which
recommended that all U.S.employers scveen applicants for drugs and adopt a policy of zero
tolerance.
Most union oflicials contacted during the preparation of this report believed that drug
testing h justified as part of a rehabilitation program, for just cause or post-acadent. For
example, the Air Iine Pilots Association is adamantly opposed to random dmg testing for its
pilots because although the public has a legitimate interest in dmg-fiee piloo, no accidents of
scheduledairlinershave beenlinked to pilot substance or drug abuse. In the samevein,Vernon
MeDougall, Safety and Health Representativeofthe InternationalBrotherhood of Teamsters,
has stated that the Teamsters have fiirly strict self-imposed guidelines and have had a drugtesting program in force since 1984 for truckers.

A February 1988 Businm Wed survey found that 49 percent of all firms surveyed tested
~ drugs. However, management of many companies expressed strong
some job a p p l i ~ a nfor
rese~tionsto drug testing both as a pre-employment screen and for those already employed.
Some ofthe pr&lems pointed to include the additional testing s t a , laboratory cost, loss of
morale of employees, and many types of dinical problems that relate to the integrity of the
testing process.
What is clear is that the drug testing issue is a much more complex one than originally
astuned and that the negative impact ofpoorly thought-out policies on the American labor
pool, American competitiveness and genenl employee morale has yet to be fully understood.

While it now seems that smoking in the workplace is at issue everywhere, litigation over
workplace smoking is relatively new. In 1976, G w a r v. Louhiana Stadiw and &position
~ c t a d d r e s s e the
d right ofa nonsmoker to demand restrictive nonsmoking regulations of
an employer. In that case, the federal court found that "The U.S. Constitution does not
provide judicial remediesfor every social and economicill." Sincethat time, several courtshave
questionedthe power ofthe judiciary to impose no-smokingrules in an employee's workplace.
The D.C.Court of Appeals found in Gwhn v. Ravm Sytcms and RWcarch Inc.
common law does not impose upon the employer the burden to conform his workplace

1..

to the particular needs or sensibilities of an individual employee."
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The regulatory trend, however?and the growth ofno-smoking regulations has steadily
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increased. More ban 13 states and 300 communities already require private employers to
regulate smoking in the workplace. These restrictions run the gamut fiom volmtary
nonsmoking areas to mandatory dismissal of employees who smoke. A Chicago company,

W

United States Gypsum (USG) Corporation, initiated a policy &ective September 1, 1987,
dismissing employeesin its 1,300-worker, nine-plant ceiling-tile division who smoke either on

or off the job. While the companyjustified its action on health and safetygrounds, it is not clear
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what was being done to improve the air quality ofthe USG plants generally.
Where unions are present in the workplace, thc workplace smoking issues are being

11

negotiated at the local and not national level. In other cases, local government has stepped in

where management has not been sensitive to the rights of smokers. For example, a private
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company, DCA Inc. of Minnetonka, MN, had an off-the-job no-smoking policy that was
o v d e d by the Minnesota Human Rights Commission. The Duluth Ncws Trihnc quoted

DCA President Edwh Geigle as saying, "Our advice had been that smokers are an unprotected
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class, so you can discriminate against them."

As many courts and arbitrators are now extending the constitutional protections af5orded
public employeesto privacy casesinvolvingprivate employees, it ish o d t h a t . Geigle's view
will not prevail in litigation. But, it is the opinion of John C. Fox ofthe dices of Pillsbury,

Madison and Sutro (and consultant to the Tobacco Institute) that courts will be resistant to
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hearing t h w types of cases and will want the employee and employer tb smle these issues
i
I
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among themselves.
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It is not clear how serious the possibility of extensive employer regulation of off-hours
smokingactually is. In our discussions with public employeeunions, it had not yet become an

.

issue for them. But all ofthem felt that if employers did begin to regulate off-the-job activities,
!*

they would move in opposition.
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GENETIC TESTING
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Genetic testing is a method of i d e n w g individuals or groups with particular traits or
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genetic damage who may be at increased &k for disease. According to John Venable, medical

0

director of Dow Chemical, in the mid-1970s the initial goal of genetic testing was to counsel
workers about hazards. But the researchers did not turn up what they were looking for --
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"hygersusceptibility" to some ofthe conditions that could be triggered by exposure to toxins

pi

in the workplace. By the time the federal (Mice o f f echuologyAssessment determinedin 1983
!

that genetic tests could predict what might happen on the job, genetic testing has been largely

abandoned.
\/

Then, as the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (0SHA)became more
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involved in developing regulations concerning employment-related health issues like identification and regulation of exposure to harmfd chemicals, and ththeemployee's right to know,

17

genetic testing came back into more common use.
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A growing issue of concern has been the use of genetic tests to deny employment,

1

discaiminate against certain groups, or deny health or pension benefits. Sickle cell anemia, for

r-

example, has ken linked to exposure to benzene and related chemicals, and employers with

0

those substancesin the workplace have been tempted to dischargeworkers who tested positive.

BN

But somestates, such as Florida and Louisiana, have moved to prohibit discriminationon sickle-

ID

cell related grounds, and others may follow suit.

Ip

Although thisfield is still in its infancy, developmentsshould be carefidlymonitored. The
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major task is balancingthe considerations ofpersonalprivacy and nondkiminatotyneatment

C

with the employer's obligation to provide a safe workplace. Certain states have already moved
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to protect workers fiom some of the more problematic aspects of genetic testing. Florida, for'
example, bans any discrimination based on blood tests. And it could be argued that this
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statutory protection might also apply to those who test positive for nicotine in the blood.
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While a health-related issue, the testing for AIDS is a unique problem. The AIDS issue
is a highly volatile one, with numerous job and even school-related instances ofAIDS sufferers

being barred fiom association with peers or being denied job-related health insurance.
In N m a County
~
SchoolBoard v.Arligce430 US 273 (1987),the Supreme Court held that
action motivated by fear of contagion is handicap-based discrimination and is covered under

the RehabilitationAct of1973. In this case, a teacher with tuberculosis was reinstated by the
schoolboard. Although the case makes no mention ofAIDS sufferers, sourcesat the Education
and Labor Subcommittee on Select Education, which oversees the Rehabilitation Act, and a
public affairs spokesman at the Supreme Court maintain that the commonly held legal
interpretation of nArlinenincludes those with AIDS. The lower courts are now taking up the
issue of whether people with HIV seropositivity (asymptomatic carriers of the AIDS virus) are

1

protected under the RehabilitationAct. There are two potentially precedent cases that would

I

address this issui 1n a California case, Doc P. Crntmljz, a man with HIV seropositivitywas

[?J

York case, Dot v. WestchwtmCorrntyMcdicarl Ccntm,involved denial of employment based on
an HIV-positive test.

denied admission to a rehabilitation program. He sued under the Rehabilitation Act. A New

The U.S.Department o f Justice has also evolved in its thinking. In 1986, the Justice
Department issued guidelines that said that the ability to transmit a disease should not be
!' -.
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covdd under the RehabilitationAct. The Supreme Court disagreed with this position in the
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Arline case. Recently, the Justice Department revised its guidelines and included people who
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test positive for the AIDS antibody under the Rehabilitation Act. While these guidelines are
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merely advisory, they may have some influence on the outcome ofpending cases.
G e n d y , private-sector managers have been inaeasingly circumspectin their treatment
ofAIDS testing. In the federalworkplace, executives now consider suchissues as educationfor
6
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managers and s t a , privacy and confidentiality, screeningor testing, and the.rightof co-workers i
J

to know about AIDS cases. In a recent study done by the Government Accounting Wee on
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AIDS in the workplace, the overriding concern of the managers was that the existence of
guidelines should not be seen as a substitute for c a r d consideration of each case's
circumstances. To date, there has not been the national epidemic of employer intrusionsinto

f?

the private lives ofworkers that occurredwith drug testing, and it does not seem likely that this
will occur.

IMVESTICATIONS AND ELECTRONIC
MONITORING
With the growth of an employer's ability to monitor all employee activities, work-related
or not, the question must arise concerning the boundaries to such surveillance.
Some courts have held that as long as the investigation or surveillance is directly jobrelated, and the monitoring or investigative technique does not intrude on the seclusion of
employees (to (hdr knowledge), then it is justified. But in extreme cases, such as the search
of an employee's home by an employer, even a search with notification has been held unreasonable.
When the nuveillanceis governmental, of course, the limitationson search and seizure in
the Bill &Rights usually apply. The most troublesomedistinction to be drawn is that between

the government acting as government and the governmeat acting as employer. In the private
sector, the rule has been that less protection for the object ofthe investigation is available. But
in case ofa physical search -- the search ofa purse in an employee's locker -- at least one court

has held that the employee had a "legitimate expectation of privacy" that should be upheld.
The courts and legislature enter the picture most ohen when the monitoring is of an
electronic nature -- e.g., listening to telephone conversations, overseeing computer work, or
malkg audio or video recordings of work areas.
Many states have passed laws restricting employee m o t o g A recent Connecticut law
prohibits electronic sunreillanceofany area designatedfor the health and comfort ofemployees

d

or for deguarding their belongings. At the federallevel, RepresentativeDon Edwards(D-CA)
;i

introduced HR 1950 to amend the federal wiretapping law to restrict employer monitoring.

f

The bill was referred to the Subcommittee on Courts ofthe House Judiciary Committee in
1987, and there has been no action.

The practical result of employee monitoring is often low mode, decreased productivity,
and destructive countermeasures -:especially when the monitoring is heavy-handed and
restrictive.

LIB DETECTORS
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Definite progrm has been made in restricting the use of lie detecton or polygraphs by

.'

employers. On the state level, &ow restrictions have been placed on employer & of
polygraphs. In Illinois, for &ample, polygnph examiners may not ask about religion, beliefi

T

on racial matters or political views. Beyond the moral, social and management problems
Most experts place the accuracy of

polygraph resting between 90 percent accurate and only 30 percent accurate, dependingupon
the setting, the operator, the subject, the equipment and numerous other highly unpredictable
variables.
Legislation at the federal level has proceeded more slowly than on the state l d , due to
resistance fiom national business groups. Public Law 100-37 was recently passed, however,
bpnningthe useofpolygraphtatsin companiesthat arc engaged in interstatecommerce-- with

exemptions for governmental, national ddense and national security employees.

The success dthese &orts afierseveral years ofMure seemstoindicatethat concerns over
worker privacy and the reliability of investigatory technology are finally reaching national
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surrounding the subjection of present or potential employees to a test to determine veracity,
there is the problem that the test itself ofken "lies."

2L
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Theissue ofpersonalemployeerelationshipsis a tangled one. On the one hand, employers
have legitimate interests in maintaining a reputable and credible work environment that is
capable of meeting the organization's goals ofproductivity and &uency. On the other hand,

societyrecognizes and encouragesthe right ofemployeesto k e l y associateand pursuepersonal
relationships that do not adversely affect job performance.
Many companies have no-spouse hiring and no inter-oEce dating rules based on
legitimate company concerns about conflict of interest. A leading case is R%h-Millet.v. IBM,
where an IBM employee wasfied when she continued to date a former employeeafter he went
to work for a competitor. IBM argued that it had the right toinquire into a manager's personal
relationships even if no evidence existed that those relationships interfered with job performance because morale ofthe manager's subordinat&

be h d . The c o w held that the

company polides supportingemployeeprivacy created expectations that no company interference would occur.
In the Mon-Miller case, the court looked at de facto company policy. Increasingly, the
court has looked as well at state anti-discrimination statutes, which also address prohibition of
certain types ofrelationships, for example, homosexual ones. Both W ~ o n s i nand the District

of Columbia have included sexual orientation intheir anti-dkimination statutes.
Constitutionalchallengesunder the Bill of Rights have been one avenue public employees

can putsue to create a "zone ofprivacy" and the tort of intrusion is always available in private
civil cases.

As businesses increasingly rely on personality tests in personnel matters, critics ofthe tests
have begun to question their constitutionality and reliability.
One leading psychological tat, for example, inquires into the employee's religion, sexual
prefsrence and handicaps, thus violating state and federal equal opportunity laws. As lie
detector testing has become discredited, other employers are turning to tests that purport to

\
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measure basic honesty. Some employers swear by personality tests as a way to cut mis-hiring

and turnover, but Alexandra Wigdor of the National Research Comcil states "For a large
numbex ofpeople, tests can predict roughly who will perform a given job well, but for any one
person, especially one who doesn't test well, they can be hopeless."
As long as managers belime that personality tests are a useful tool, they will continue to

be used. It is also dear that they will conhue to be challenged by employeeswho believe the

tests are a violation of privacy or an unreliable indication of job performance.

FREE SPEECH
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The US. Supreme Court held in Maick v. Mqm that there should be no infi.ingement
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of free speech for the public employee unless its exercise Sects performance, working

..

relationships or the business ofthe government agency. In the private sector, the Supreme

Court also held in Shltz v, Intmtionrcl CoikInc. that there will be situations where it would
be constitutionally improper for a private employer to impinge upon the fiee speech of

employees. An example ofthis would be stiflingthe exercise offiee speech ofa sdety inspector
at a nuclear power plant.
Restrictions on employee political activity are prohibited by statute in a number of states.
In addition, many states have fiee speech guarantees written into their statutes, althoughwhen
employees take public positions contrary to the best interests of the company or make
comments directlycritical oftheir company, these are seldom upheld as legitimate exercisesof
fiet speech.

CRIMES

N
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This is an apedally ciiflicult area, involvingthe impact ofa crimhal charge on the job status
-

of an employee and the use of criminal records for employee screening. Across the United
States, state couts have not taken consistent stands on the issue.
Some state COW have held that ls long as the crime (or action resulting in indictment)
occurred outside ofworking hours, dismissal might not be justiiied. Drug testing is d e n an
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indicator of off-the-job drug use, because residues of marijuana, for example -- includind
pas& inhalationofmarijuanasmoke -- can remain in the systemfor several weeks. Thisactivity

.
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may have little or no connection with on-hours job pedormance, but in those states where
marijuana smoking is a crime, dismissalfor criminal behavior is a possibility.
The strongest constitutional protection appears to be when the crime involved does not

.2

It

include elements ofviolence or violation sf a trust relationship (for example, theft, h u d , etc.).

,

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
In instances where a company takes disciplinary action against employeesover matters not

r i g h a y the company's concern, the entire company d m .When an employee is rebuked

C
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for &-duty behavior not related to job performance, the su-r

is often imposing personal

standards. unlessoff-dutyactionsreduce abilityto perform job assigmedts, interferewith the
performance ofothers, or a&Et the reputation ofthe company in a major way, the line that
separates on-the-job business fkom an employee's private life must be maintained. While offthe-job smoking has not yet become a major employment issue in the United States, it is likely
to become one. And like the related issues discussedabove, corporate managers will be required

I

to deal with it in a knowledgeable manner, balancing the needs ofthe business and the rights

r'

ofthe individual.
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Thispaper willfocus on issues surroundingprivacy as they have occurredin the workplace.
It will not discussprivacy issues generallyas they arise between a citizen and local, state orfederal
governments except when that citizen is a government employee. Neither will it discuss
commercial privacy problems, such as confidentiality of credit records. The paper will discuss

both public and private employment and the significant differences in privacy protection
available to the two groups. It will also explore the issues, remedies and protections that are
associated with several divergent categories of privacy issues.
Essentially, workplace privacy has become an extremely broad area. It is not merely the
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tortious invasion ofprivacy nor simply constitutionalprotection ofprivacy, although these two
matters will constitute the bulk of our discussions. It includes all issues relating to employer
acquisition and possession of employee Sormation.

Thispaper will examine privacy issues in the workplace by looking at issues like geneticand

I

drug testing, AIDS, investigations and electronicmonitoring, personality testing, fiee speech,
crime, personal relationships, and smoking. Although most of the informationgarnered relates
L

I

to on-the-job activities, there are some interesting inferences that can be drawn with respect

.

to the regulation of off-hours activities of employees, both in the state and federal governments
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and in the private sector. For example, some drug tests identi.@drugs or metabolites that have
been in the bloodstream for over three days. If a person is tested on Monday morning, thismay
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Thispapex will attempt to identify the important trends that are now emerging in the field
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be an indication of weekend behavior but not necessarily an indication of impairment on the
job.

of privacy during worlc hours and, perhaps more ominously, outside ofworking hours.
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EMPLOYEE RIGHT TO PRIVACN
AN OVERVIEW

d

There has been an explosion in the area ofemployeeprivacy rightslitigation in recent years.
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This is in large part because ofthe growing success employees are experiencing with lawsuits
of this nature. In a survey
..... done by Jury Research Inc., there has been a 20-fold increase in the

P.-

number of succeskd verdicts between the periods 1981-84 and 1985-87. In 1985-87, the
average damages award was for over $300,000; during 1979-80, the average was zero -- no

I

. SUCC-

employee rights awards were made during that period.,
We will initially examine the nature of this growth in employee right-to-privacy litigation
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and its relation to other areas ofthe law -- federal constitutional and statelaw -- with an eye to
how this growth might afTectctattempts
by employers to limit or prohibit smokingby employees
during &-work t h e . Since the history of such attempts is stillvery limited, analogies to other
similar intrusions into the private life of employees will be utilized whenever appropriate.
Until the past 10 years or so, the right ofprivacy largely meant the privacy ofrecords. The

1. .

i.:

Federal Privacy Act of 1974concerned disclosureof government records on individuals. The
federal Privacy ProtectionStudy Commission recommendedin July of 1977that all employees .
have access to see and copy all records that an employer maintains about them. It is not clear,
however, how much influence these laws and recommendations actually had, especially with

l d private sector employus National concern with intrusive data bases has not diminished.
i
i

By 11988, the mdit record firm TRW held files on over 133million people. Some states now

r
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have r e c o r d - c o ~ d e n ~statutes,
ty
but employee privacy has largely been a litigated issue.
Thevast majority ofemployeeprivacy issues have been handled in the courts as tort actions,

I

rather than contract actions. This is for several reasons, including the difficulty of proving

r

implied contract%d &e fict that successfbl tort plaint%i can seek compensatory damages for
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emotional distressand punitive damages, in addition to lost wages. There is also, at the federal
level, a private caw of action for violation of the 14thAmendment (loss of job without due

1

process), but it has not been greatly utilized in privacyactbm. We shalllookat a brief history

i

r

ofprivacyactionsin tort law, reviewthe constitutionalprinciples upon whiqh it is, in part, based,

!:

and W y , take a look at federal case law in the area.
Briefly, it can be said that there is not much statute law at the federal level that seems to

address the privacy problem. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), for

I,-I
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example, will not act unless there is an intrference with work or a harassment that is based on

C

age, race, sex, religion, or national origin and Title VII ofthe Civil Rights Act of 1964&ects
only those actions involving religion. Finally, we shall take a look at state constitutional and

r -.

statutelaw in tbis area. Briefly, there is a good deal more activity at the state level on thisissue

I

than at the federal.

i
d

THE COMMON lAW RI@WTO PRIVACY IN TORT
Up until the end ofthe 19thCentury, there was little or no discussionofprivacy as a right,

I

d
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exceptfor Judge CCM)1ey7streatise on torts where he spoke of "the right to be let alone.

I .
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The

h t in-depth discussion of the issue came in 1890 in an article published in the fledgling
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Haward Law Rmiew by Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis. They argued for a broad privacy
.

principle, seen as supporting the torts of defamationand property rights. "While solitude and

1.

privacy have become more essential to the individual ...modern enterprise and intervention

:

have, through invasionsupon his privacy, subjected him to mental pain and distressfar greater

than could be M c t e d by mere body injury.",
This concept developed slowiy, however9and the actual manner in which such a right of
privacy might be utilized remained vague. In 1960, prof'essor W
illiam Prosser, the most
influential voice in tort law ofthis century, wrote that the general action on privacy grounds
could be broken up into four specific torts: 1) appropriation of the name and likeness of
,

another; 2) unreasonable intrusion upon the seclusion of another; 3) unreasonable publiaty
given to another person's private Me; and 4) publiaty that unreasonably places a person in a

8

f k light before the public., It is the second action in tort, for unreasonable intrusion upon

&

the seclusion of another, which appears to be most related to the off-duty smoking issue.
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Presser's sanalysiswas ultimately adopted by the S G d R w t ~ t ~ m rofn tTm(1977). That
,:
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restatement is now accepted as the standard by nearly all courts in the United States. Section

A

::i:i::
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3.

w
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652B provides: "One who intentionally intrudes, physically or othe*,
+..

;I

., ,'

or seclusion of another or his private afhh or concerns, is subject to liability to the other for
invasion ofhis privacy if the intrusion would be highly derisive to a reasonable person."
It is thedore generally accepted that certain "inalienable" rights are entitled to protec-

tion, and many commentators believe that a right of privacy is among those rights. But the
:

1
I

5
1

._#

question still remainingto be resolved is one of definition -- which privacy interests are entitled
to protection? Gomider, for example, the discharge of an employee. There are a number of
grounds upon which to challenge a dismissal:

I

- wronghl or abusive discharge (especially when you change working conditions for
long-term employees);

-

no provable impairment of ability to do job;

-

unilateral implementation of rules without union bargaining;

-

lack ofjust cause;

- faulty administration of dismissalprocedures (especially when some fict needs proving

I

for dismissal); and

I ,

-

lack of legitimate (measurable) connection to health and safety or productivity.

I

Although it is most likely that a right of privacy issue will be raised in a situationwhere the
employeehas been dismissed -- in that case, an injuty has clearlyoccurred -- the interactiveissues

of an employer's rights, the common law doctrine of employment at will, and the degree of
involvement of privacy issues in the partisular dismissal do not always result in a clear legal
e
r complicated by the fict that different dismissal grounds involve
precedent. Tbis is W
I

i
i

Pv
i

different considerations. Accordingly, each of these grounds for dismissal will be discussed
separately below. First, the basic common law doctrine of employment at will should be
examined.

I t

2

upon the solitudeX
I

.
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EMPLOYMENT AT WILL
According to the Research Institute of America, employee actions are now the largest

-

single group oflawsuits being brought in federal court. Even non-union workers have been
successfully challenging the once undisputed "employment at will" doctrine. This has been
called the "second dvil rights revolution," and wrongful discharge suits are now allowed
states. For example, the state o f ~ o n t a n ha u m = ~ ;
.-c---.LI

,/

II :
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WE&
g i v z i b r i v ~ t sector
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1

employees those protections usually granted to union workers. In part, this is an outgrowth

ofthe employee rights movement which also produced:

.

*

-

right to know about workplace h ~ d s ;

-

worker access to medid and personnel records.

rr-

~ r .

<st
*ccy*.

protection for whistle-blowers; and

g%
-,

But it is also part of a long-term evolution of the employment at will doctrine. English
!

common law long presumed that unspecified employmentwas for a term of one year, with no

k&@
..f
'

discharge except for good cause. This was modified during the Industrial Revolution, and by

-

1900the standard was
-employment at wilI
- by either party --for-

use, or even

-

g caw, with no legal cause of action.'
I

But since the late 1960s, many states have enacted laws that create exceptions to the
employment at will doctrine. Three common law exceptions have been used to expand
employee rights a d enforce privacy interests:,
1) -dame

a~&j&&&y.

-

This includes being asked by employer to

perform illegalactions or being prevented fiom exercisingstatutory rights, e.g., fling
r

e-

employee compensation claims.
2
)
c This includes situationsin which company policy

13

h

would lead an employee to a reasonable expectation ofjob security in the situation in
question.

u
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A
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-

3) Cotmant of~oodfaitba n r l d d e a l i n ~This
. indudes discharges that violate notiod
coffirndamentalfairness.\~hereis a good deal of arbitration law which holds that&L

t

h

h

not d e c t an employee's performance or employer's reputa-

m that

.

tion are of no concern to the employer and therefore a discharge based on such acts

. The issue is W e r complicated by the fact that
while most union c o n t z indude a "dismissdonhrfor just cause" clause, many nonunion employers have not made that concession.

-

here are no@tates

-

tha-

ths publi; polieep

will doctrine and nearly all states allow an action in tort for intrusion. Based on the case law,

m

there seems to be a solid legal defense of privacy to dismissal actions for oonli ting,
atram-r

other off-the-job

feeling among commentators h that, at least in the public sector,-

&born*

are

as groundsfor dismissal, indudingradid politicalor socialbelid. In the private

sector, they arc becoming increasingly risky in terms of litigation potential. The argument is
&en made that such rules are merely strategies to get rid of independent or troublesome
employees.
Arecent unsettlingdevelopment in this area has been the growth oft-e"

-

at will"

contracts. Some companies have been requiring new hires and even present employees to sign
agreements stating that they can be fired at any time with cause. This has been most common

in states like California, which leads the nation in the number ofwrongfd discharge cases per

year and the average jury recovtxy ($861,000in 1987).

FEDERAb COINSTlT1ITIONAL AND SlATUTORY LAW

p!

Although Justice Brandeis did insert some language into a 1928 dissent on the "right to
be let alone,", it was not und 1965 in Grir#loldv. Connetticut that the US. Supreme Co
P

ruled that an implied privacy right exists
within the "penumbra'ofarant~in
-

the

__?

Constitution's Bill
. af$ghts.,
-

While that case involved the very private mattas of personal

relationships and procreation, subsequent cases expanded the right to "fieedom to assodate

in avoiding -sure
includes "an individual's interest

the
matters.';

.Is--f

J

-

and privacy in one's associations';, and the disclosure ofpersonalmedical records, holding that

sf pemmal

In 1987, the court deaded O'Conrrm v. ortga,,, which, although it dealt with

a public employee, was the first review ofprivacy as a private tort action. The case involved the
search of a state employee's desk without prior notification or approval, and found that such

a search must be "justified at its inception" by the fact that reasonable grounds exist for

suspecting that the employeeis guilty ofwork-relatedmisconduct, or because it is necessary for
another work-related putpose. The search may not be excessively intrusive, and the methods
used must relate to the objective ofthe search.
The constitutional policy protections that arise &om GrboU apply to the actions o f t .
fedenl government and the states, and therefore they cover all public employees. With some
limited exceptions, they do not restrict private employers. Absent s p e d c state or federal

-

legislation, only the common law torts such as "invasion
--s
ofprivacy" and "d-d'

d&e

the privacy rights of private employees. Nevertheless? the protections dorded public
employees are important to private employees because many courts and arbitrators look at
constitutional protections for guidance on the type of privacy interests that deserve
protection.

,

In addition to the Federal Privacy Act, a number ofother federal statutes Sect workplace
a
'

privacy. The F e d d Fair Credit Reporting Act covers employers' information gathering
'practices., The Omnibus Crime Control and W e StreetsAct proscribes interception of wire
and oral communications where the employee has a subjective expectation ofprivacy..,, The
National Labor Relations Act makes it an interference with the right to organize to put
employees undu suiveiUancc during an organizing campaign and a refusll to bargain for an
employer to unilatady impose new testing or S

U N ~ devices
C ~ without priir b
-

STATE CONSI'ITUTIONAL ANb STATUTORY LAW

d

.

l

According to a recent article in the ABAJwmal,*om coast to coast, judges ofour highest

C3

state courts are urging lawyers to premise claims fo m-onszn

-

h.

,$

6,".

state constitu-

tions. And a lawyer who fails to do so "is skating on the edge of malpractice.",,

1

Arizona, California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Montana,'

South Caroling, L d Washington all have some form of privacy guarantee written into their
constitution$&iaryland
-

and ~ h o d lslanc$both
e
have statutory provisions protecting privaq

ofpersons in the state., While some of them apply only to public empl ees, they have been

B

used to demonstratethe public policy importanceofthe right to privacy.c~oststatesrecognize
A-r

the concept d a right to privacyin their,coO~&~with the exception o@mesota, ~evada,

3

North Dakota, and Wyoming

Most state constitutionsalsohave provisions similarto the FourthAmendmentof the U.S.
. Constitution concerning search and seizure. ~ h e amendments,
k
which are &n

ated in

workplace cases, have sometimes been interpreted more liberally than the federal Fourth

@#&

Amendment standard.,
To the extent that an employer establishes policies under which privacy rights are limited

and based on legitimate workplace considerations, the courts may well duly defer to those
policies. Thisis especidytrue ifthepolicies have been narrowlydrawn,dearlystated, and made

I

a term and condition ofemployment. There are, however, other areas -- such as an employee's

&-duty condua'-- where even express employer policies can be challenged as an invasion of

.

..'18,_.'I:~,
.,",
,, ,.

I

privacy. Such policies espeaallyare suspect where they cannot be directly related to workplace
needs,,

-

J l

As suggested above, one of the critisal factors a court will consideris how, in fact, the

company or agency rules restricting employee privacy were drafted, negotiated

-

mented. The following considerations are all very important.

J

+ss&s

0
N

- Are the rules broadly drawn, or are they drawn narrowly enough to limit unnecessary

LO

intrusion into employees7private lives?

~

4
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-

Are the rules based on actual effects ofthe prohibited activity on performance, morale
or company reputation or are they based on preconceived notions that such activity

*

might harm the company?

-

Was such a notion, iff&, reasonable and made in good fkith?

-

Are the disciplinary alternatives the least or most intrusive alternatives available in

d&g

with the problem, .g., drug counseling versus immediate dismissal?

Were the rules on off-the-job conduct imposed suddenly from above or were they
developed internally, written out

,

circutated, and made a t&m and condition of

I

I

employment?
-

I

.

~ a c ofthese
h
concerns hasbeen held by me c

o

r

n

decisions concerning thc validity of company rules restricting employee privacy.,
The development of state privacy laws has varied among the states, and relevant state
statutes will be discussed in the specific areas listed below. In addition, a list of state statutes

MQmijh

that have relevance to restrictions on after-hours activities such as smoking are listed as an
appendix at the end of this paper.

That employers arc concerned with the matter ofdrug and alcohol testing is no surprise.
According to a report fiom the RaearchTriangle Institute,American

business suffered $71.5

.

,

billion in losses in productivity and employment fiom alcohol abuse and $34 billion in losses
fiom drug abuse. In testimony relating to the 1987 Maryland Arntrak train crash that killed
or injured nearly 200 people, it was asserted that neatly 80 percent ofConrail operating staff
used drugs or alcohol,

This statistic raises the question of possible employer liability for
negligent hiring ofan employee who later injures a customer, co-worker or member ofthe

public while under the influence of drugs or alcohol. And when handled improperly, the

N

r.4

w

screeningofemployees and potential employeesfor possible drug or alcohol-related problems

u

has been a source of significant numbers ofpdvacy litigations. While there is little doubt that

tD

a justification for drug testing i s much stronger in work environments where intoxication may
cause grave injuries or fatalities, the proper mechanics for such testing are still much in doubt.
20
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Congressional transportation leaders supported H.R 5210, proposed by Rep. ~homas'
Foley of Washington, which mandated drug testing for rail, airline and trucking workers. It
was signed into law by the President (P.L. 100-690)on November 18,1988.
Some employers have expressed concexnover the dcacy ofdmg testing in the workplace."\

%,

One such employet, Lewis L. Maltby, is Vice President of Drexelbrook Controls, a company

.,

i

that makes precision instruments that control hazardous materials in chemical plants and
refineries. Maltby is opposed to drug testing on several grounds, even though many of his
employees are in "safety sensitive" positions. He makes two ptincipal arguments against
workplace drug testing. One argument is the high rate of inaccuracy -- with staggering error
rates of between 30 and 70 percent f&-positives at some labs. A second reason is that while
drug tests may be a good indication of an employec's off-duty habits, they are not a reliable

indicationofintoxicationorimpairment on thejob. He bases thison thefactthat traces ofdrugs
remain in the ndoe &om three days to several weeks, depending on the drug. Consideringthe
fact that it costs a companytime and money to traina new employee and that employee morale
is adversely affected by drug testing, Maltby does not think it is economically practical to +ire

an employee on the basis of such an unreliable test. Maltby's view is shared by other chief
executives,who have stated that they are opposed to regulation ofemployees during &hours

/

as sound business practice and that being sensitive to employee rights is just smart business in +-

dealing with a shrinking work force,%
In the last quarter of1984, IBM Corp. began askingfor urine samples fiom all applicants

at all IBM installations in the United States. By early 1985, several dozen Fortune 500

1
I

companieswere demanding similar tests. By 1986, the President's Commission on Organized
.-j

I:
I..
.

,

Crime had issued a Report on Drugs, which recommended that all U.S. employers screen

applicantsfor drugs and adopt a policy ofzero tolerance. While the numbers indicate a steady

increase, only halfofU.S. firms now do any testing for drugs. A February 1988 Business Week
survey found that 49 percent of all firms surveyed tested some job applicants for drugs, and a

8

1985 University of Maryland survey conducted by Prof'r Judy Lian found that 13percent
ofthefirmssulyeyed tested for alcoholuse inncwapplicantsand 9percent tested all employees.

I
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The implementation of the 100 percent recommendati0.n for drug testing has proven!
more complicated in practice than in theory. First, drug testing programs are expensive to

S
t

,+ z

implement. They require additional testing st&, laboratory costs and a whole new layer of
bureaucracyin the personnel department. The tendencyfor many companies, espeaallysmaller
ones, is to go with less expensive tests, and less accurate ones. Secondly, the private sector is

I
.+

things that can go wrong with a medical test are astronomical. They can include: (1) faulty

.-

or improperly o p t e d equipment; (2) human error in collection recording, analysis or

,

I

0
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not the police department. The lab chosen is usually the lowest bidder, and the number of

procedure; (3) improper specimen collection, labeling, mixing or storage; (4) tested employee's illness or legalmedication; (5)improperlabmanagement, training, supplies, or s t a g
levels. These are but a few ofthepossible sourcesoferrorin drugtesting, andM e r complicate

/-I

r!
L

an already complicated matter.% A ha1 factor is the ability ofthe soPhis~cateddrug user, as

I,..
l
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According to a recent article in Hawad Bwinm Rcvittp, drug tests are relatively in&ective in

>

catching those savvy enough to "beat the tests" on a regular basis,
propyams is the legal diflicultiessuchprogramshave encountered. Dischargesbased on positive

drug and alcohol test results face a variety of legal obstacles, including the status of drug

i

I_;

addiction and alcoholism as handicaps under federal and some state rehabilitation acts.
The NLRB ruled in September 1987 that drug testing for employees and job applicants
(i.e., blanket testing)is a mandatory bargaining subject. The standardviewis thatjob applicants
have a choice in that they always can elect not to take the job whereas present employees do

10
'

ii

not. The lack ofa drug test has been held to be a part ofthe job expectations or agreement
between employer and employee. Some states, such as Connecticut, Iowa, Minnesota,
Montana, and Vermont, have established limitations on the handling of drug testing.,
The urine tat, most commonly used in drug testing, is e m b d g and intrusive on
personal privacy. Additionally, other significant data can be extracted about health fiom the
sample without employee knowledge or permission. Ira Glaser, Executive Director of the
Ame&m Civil Liberties Union, sees urine screening tests as a violation of employee rights in

ti

,. ...'.
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.,

opposed to the occasional or one-time drug user, to circumvent the testing procedures.

Another reason for the less than 100 percent adoption of drug and alcohol testing

:

l i
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severalareas:

.
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"First, urine screens are more of a surveillance device for off-the-job activity than a test
for job performance. As everyone knows by now, urine screens do not directly detect the
presence ofthe actual drug they are looking for. What they do detect in the urine sample are
the metabolites ofsome substance -- a cold medicine or an illegal substance -- that had been

used some time in the recent past. Urine screens are, in effect, primarily a surveillance device
for off-the-job activity and are an improper intrusion for that reason alone.
"Second, once provided, urine samples may be used to reveal numerous other details of
one's private life. Urinalysis can disclosewhether an employee or job applicant is being treated
for a heart condition, depression, epilepsy, diabetes, or asthma. Indeed, in order to minimize
the impact of f'-positives, employees are often required to provide the employer with a list

of medicines they are taking, which is itself an unwarranted intrusion. People have beenfired,
or not hired, when the employerfinds out about the existence ofsuchconditions. This by itself
is an alarming trend, because it converts the employee into a piece of equipment and makes
every detail of his or her life available to the employer and measurable to the extent of its

potential impact on the employer's balance sheet. Evaluation thus comes to depend not on the
objective job performance of the employee, but on the employer's desire to minimize & m e

potential risk by excluding&omemployment all thosewith undesirable life styles, health habits,
or medical conditions.

"Third,unlimited discretion to compel urine screens can be used as a pretext for political
firings. This has alreadyhappened in a number ofcases, indudingonein Georgiawhere a safety
inspector in a nuclear power plant complained to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission about
alleged inattention to their safety reports and was subsequently 'reported,' anonymously, on
a company drug hot-line provided for that purpose. There had been no complaints about her
job performance and she was not given the results of her test or permitted an independent
codirmatory test. She was just told she had Wed' the test and was dismissed.",
In relation to blood tests used in drug and alcohol testing, the standard adopted by some

c o w is that individual suspicions of a problem or evidence of a problem in the company
g e n d y are required in order for testing to bc acceptable,

According to the US. Supreme Court,the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution is1
"designed to protect the personal privacy and dignity ofthe individual." In Scbncmbm v.

Califmnia, the Supreme Court.held that the blood test was a search under the Fourth
I

Amendment, and there existed restrictions or conditions under which such a search would be

I

allowed.,,
The questions begin to arise concerning the details ofthese "restrictions or conditions."
Some lower courts have rejected the "individualized reasonable suspicion" on the grounds of
considerationsofsensitive position, protecting the public, and the occdrence ofthe testing in
settings already heavily regulated, e.g., the railroads. hivaq issues arise where the employee

.:...
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argues thathic drug or alcohol use was limited to his personal time and did not impair his work

>

. ..

@@

performance. S w e y s ofarbitration decisions rweal that more &en than not arbitratorswill

.

+ub.:.L.,

not uphold d k b r g e s based on off-the-job drug use.,
One ofthe issues that should be considered in any specificfict pattern is whether or not
the employer has set out an express or implied standard ofjust causefor dismissal. In addition,

km

consideration should be given to:

r-

the typc of position, if it is dangerous, ctc.;

- the standard for testing, if it is mandatory for all employees or random, etc;.

-

the written polides ofthe employer and notice given to the employees;
the procedural protections afforded employees, if good labs used, if there are backup

checks on accuracy, etc.;

) if the results are kept confidential;
( - ifdistinctionsarc made between p o s s i o n ofthe drugand the presence oftracesin the

(

blood or urine; and

\

if an d e r is made for rehabilitation or if termination is automatic.

Each of these 6ctors will play a part in whether a drug testing program will be found to

be reasonable or weasonable by a court.

American unions have been forced to 48ce these issueswhen their members were required
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to submit to testing. The groups most involved initially were the unions representing
P I

government workers. The American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees

1

Wi

b .

;:

(AFSCME) reported that the union became involved in federal legislation as a result of tht!
overwhelming drug-testing cases behg arbitrated.

~m

worked with Congressman Steny Hoyer and Senator Barbara Mikulski of
Maryland to write drug testing guidelines as a result of President Reagan's Executive Order of
September 1986. One ofthe key provisions of the Executive Order was that a federal employee
must be given 60 days' notice ofa proposed drug test. The strategy of AFGE has been to go
to court,everytime an employer gives this 60-day notice. They have challenged the'constitutionality of all the guidelines developed by the agencies (Veteran's Administration, Health and

Human &mica, Department of Transportation, Department of Ddense) by seekingpreliminary injunctions whenever an employee is given this 60-daynotice. The position ofAFGE was
even stronger than AFSCME -- i.e., drug testing is clearly unconstitutional and an ineffective
way to manage the drug problem in this country. However,they also want input into the
guidelines and are now working on updating the HHS guidelines with Senator Mikulski. At
the same time, AFGE will continue to litigate every case.
Thoiena-t

is opposed to random drug testing for its members.

They do, however, represent workers in the health prafession so they are more apt to favor
blood tests to detect illness. Like AFGE and AFSCME, they are closely following the
implementation of the HHS guidelines.
oina-ti
TheA

- (ALPA)is opposed to random dmg testingfor airlinepilots

primarily because no accidents involving scheduled US. airliners have been linked to pilot
substance or drug abuse. John Mazor, Director of Communicationsfor ALPA, stated that his
organization approves of drug testing in four instances: screening of job applicants, after an
accident, on probable cause, and during the course o f a rehabilitation program.
Vernon McDougall isSafetyand Health Representativefor the InternationalBrotherhood
of Teamsters. The Teamsters represent workers in several transportation modes, including
airline, trucking, rail, and mass tramportation industries. As such, they have fairly strict selfimposed guidelines and have had a drug-testingprogram in force since 1984for kckers. The
union has specially W e d grievance committees to handle drug-testing cases and concerns
itselfwith the integrity ofthe testing process, including auly random testing, the quality ofthe

kit bdore the test was taken and quality control at the testing laboratories. Interestingky

'
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enough, McDougall intelectuallyconceded the point that drugtestingwasreally an indication
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of&-the-job activities,but he said that was a non-issue. Hisviewis that "inside the plant, there

+>

is no such thing as cs~dentiality."

SMOKING
The litigation of workplace smoking issues is a relatively recent phenomenon. In 1976,
Garpar v. LmLana Stadium ~PEtposithDktvicta addressed the right of a nonsmoker to

demand restrictive nonsmoking regulations of an employer. In that case, the federal court
found that "The U.S, Constitution does not provide judicial remedies for every social and
economic ill."

Since t h a a h a v e questioned the power of the judiaary to
t

impose no-smoldng rules in an employee's workplace. The D.C.Court ofAppeak found in
*

-

H

Gadac v. Ravm S p e w and Rwtarcb Inc. (1983)t h c ~ h common
e
law docs not impose
-.vupon the employer the duty or burden to conform his workplace to the particular needs or
sensibiities of an individual employee.",

I
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The regulatory trend, however, has been in a different direction, and the growth of nosmokingregulationshas been steady.

ore t h e a t e s an@mmunities

alreadyrequire

private employers to regulate smoking in the workplace. 1 n G city government of Bartlett,

-

Tcnn. (a ~ e m ~ hsuburb),
is
new e m p l o y e ~ m o k e~5t,h; on
w

-%

O ~ o m City
a regulationsrequiring trainees to refkin from smoking on and offthejob were
upheld because d a defensiblestateinterest asan employer in regulatingfiefighters. The court
found that there was a rational co~ectionwith promotion of health and safety of trainees in

this case, but ngted that the policy did not affect nontrainees who were union members (as
nonsmoking rules violated the collective bargaining agreement.)35

<

A private company, DCA Inc. of Minnetonka, MN,had an off-the-jobno-smokingpdicy

M
8

that was recently overruled by the Minnesota Human Rights C o d i o n . The Dwlath Nms

Cd

Tribune quoted DCA President Edwin Geigle as saying, "Our advice had been that smokers
are an unprotected dm, so you can disaimin
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This reflects the view of Matthew Meyen, staff director afthe Coalition for Smoking or$
rn

Health in Wasbinrgon,

"Smoking is not a legally protected right, soemployersdon't fsce

much of a legal rislc if they decide to restrict or ban workplace smoking."
But in light of the fact that many courts and arbitrators are extending the constitutional
protections afforded public employeesto privacy cases involving private employees, it does not
seem likely that Geigle's or Meyers' views will prevail ...but the issue remains a complejr one.

Partofthe complexityliesin the fact that anemployer
-h

)

ofoptionsfiom

which to choose. Even More smokingpolicies are considered, many employers have relied on
the time-tested "common come

approach, where smokers and nonsmokers are asked to
Jr"

work problems out among themselves using tolerance, flexibility, and respect for individual

/

\

prderence. That policy was popular because it removed managementsomewhatfiom the point

of conflict, but with changing times and the growing militancy of nonsmokers, it came to

\e4uire

more, not less, management structure to deal with internal stlffdiscord.

-

/' A second option is a technical approach to the problem.

According to workplace

environmental e x p , six "air changes" per hour are required to remove indoor air
contaminants, including tobacco smoke, but most buildings do not provide that degree of
ventilation. The problem with adequateventilation or air filtration systemsis that they require

( an investmenton thcpart ofthe employer. And thisis an investment that many employers are
L unwilling to make.
pinally, there is a serieso f ~ s t e p s ~smoking
~ i n policy -- &omleast to most restrictive. These
include:

-

separation ofsmokus and nonsmokers;
limiting smoking to designated areas; and

k n o smoking at work.
Each of these is less destructive than "No Smokers Hired "or "Quit Smoking or Be Fired! "
A Chicago company, United States GYPSUM(USG) Corp., initiated a ppol icyective

September 1,1987, dismissing employeesin its 1,300-worker, nine-plant ceiling-tile division
who smoke &her on or off the job

-- ostensibly because of worker exposure to potentially

i

1

i

cancer-causing mineral fibers at the workplace. USG pointed to resear& which appeared to

fl

indicate that smokers are at higher riskin such settings to develop respiratory-related problems

b

I

"

than were nonsmokers. None ofthe USG workers affected were represented by a union, thus
statedit will rely on the "honor system," USG is requiring ongoingtests ofpulmonaryfirnction

as a criterion for continued employment. In addition, workers who cannot or will not assert

I

that they do not smoke will be counseled, penalized and ultimately fired.

J

It is not dear how serious the possibility of asignificant number of employers actually
ent of US. comp*

forbiddingsmokingby employeesoff the job aauallyis.
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any-circumstancesi A partial list of these companies is induded
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as m appendix to this paper. Even the Smoking Policy Institute in Seattle, which counsels
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employers a a o 6 the country on the introduction of smoking regulations, did not believe that
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such a policy could k justified on a broad scale.
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In the sphere of health and life insurance, it is commonplace for nonsmokers to receive
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discounts based upon actuarial projections that smokers live longer than nonsmokers.
Authorities in the field of environmental tobacco smoke believe that the logic of the private

insurance market will probably be applied to the public insurance market, i.e., Medicare
L..

recipients will be forced to prove that they are nonsmokers or otherwise pay higher premiums
or taxes. So,in an indirect way, the actionsofprivate healthinsurers may one day have an impact
upon regulation of off-hours smoking by employers.
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avoiding the issue ofthe employer's duty to bargain over the issue. While the company has
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on smoking on or &the job:

one, it limitsthe pool ofpotentid employees significantly;

- two, it requires employer involvement in the private activities of employees; and

-

three, it involves serious potential &culties in the verification of employee compli-

G

ance ofFthe job.

Based on our discussionswith representativesofpublicemployeeunions, it seemsprobable

that they will take steps to protect off-hours activities, such as smoking, should it become an
issue -- just as they have with drug testing. How-

it is nor at dl dear that it will ever be as

high a priority issue as drug testing. From the point ofview ofthe labor groups we spoke to,
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the next area ripe for federal legislation could be the regulation of smokhg in the workplace
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duringworking hours. Again, the ~om~romisesmade
would most likely be modeled on drug

E
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testing legislation. The issue of off-duty smoking is something labor considersvery fir down
the road.

I

And it may be the case that even litigation in this area will be somewhat ill-fited. It is the
7i

Tobacco Institute) in reference to
opinion of John C. Pox

-

(a consultant to the
cases brought on behalfof smokers' rights, "My prediction

is that we are going to find the same thing as we did with the nonsmokeis' rights cases. The

c-'-

em b_caeuse they want the

The most Uely road for an employer banning off-theijob smoking to' take is the route

:-' : taken by USG Carp. -- the OSHA rationale. While this rationale is discused in more detail in
the next section on genetictesting, it has been asserted that enforcementofsmokingregulations
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is not an appropriate area ofactivityfor OSHA. Dr. Dean Baker, past president oftheAmerican

Bti

Public Health Association's Occupational Health and Safety Section and Associate Prafessor
at Mt. Sinai Schoolof Medicine, feels that &ere are plenty of agenciesregulating smoking, and

&at OSHA's E t e d resources need to be focused on all the other indoor air hazards. It is
interesting to note that if a safe workplace is seen by employers as such an overriding
responsibility, why aren't considerations over airbornefibers, adequateventilation, and proper

safety equipment given as much priority as smokingregulations? A cynical response might be

thatsmoking regulations are a sort of bbsmokescreen," hiding thcfkct that little is being done
by employers to improve the overall safety ofthe workplace.

In point of fact, a number of unions have taken just this position. James Golden,
international representative ofthe Sheet Metal Workers InternationalAssociation, stated at a

1986BNA confexence that, "Employers should not be allowed to adopt restrictive smoking

policies in order to shirk their responsibility to dean up the workplace and to place blame for
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occupational disease on workers who smoke."
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It was Golden's opinion that "Unions generally opposed employer disaimination in the
hiring ofsmokers or removing them fiom certain jobs or mandating participation in smoking
cessatioi

.... Unions have a legal respo~bilityto represent the interests o f d their

members -- smokers and nonsmokers." This position represents a general dismay among
unions over the focus on one workplace toxin, tobacco smoke, while doing so little to reduce
i

other workplace and indoor air hazards. Unions have been willing to "go to the wall" for their
members on these issue's, even againstsuchformidableopponentsas the U.S. Surgeon General.

In 1985, a Surgeon General's report was released which stated smoking is a greater cause
of disability and death among U.S. workers than "traditional" workplace hazards. That
assertion was strongly disputed by unions as a "blame the victim7*approach. Those unions

%&e,

Pth'im~~~.
Ray Scamell, spokesman for the.

Codectionery and Tobacco Workers International Union, even suggested that one scientist
involved with the report was closely connected to the asbestos industry ...and that the report
was an attempt to tie asbestos-related illness to smoking in order to reduce asbestos industry

liability.

Tom McQuiston, project director ofthe International Chemical Worker Union's Occupational Cancer Control Program, noted that "our concern isthat smokingis going to be used

by employers to try to reduce just compensation awards."
In 1986; James Goldenrefuted the findingsofyetanotherSurgeon General's report which
asserted that environmentaltobacco smoke could not be reduced to safe levelswith ventilation
on the grounds that a focus on no-smoking regulations allowed other indoor pollutants to
remainin the workplace. h a public letter to AFLCIO presidenth e ~itkiand,thepreside&

of the Carpenters, Sheet Metal Workers, Bakery Workers, Brotherhood ofFiremen and Oilers
and Machinists unions stated that ventilation "will not only clear the workplace of tobacco
smolce, but will also m e the more importantgoal ofremovingmany ofthcother contaminants

ofthe air quality to create a slfc and healthy work envimnmint."
Generally, unions have not taken a leading role in the smoking issue, but have remained
reactive. Instead of introducing initiatives, they have been responding to employer actions or
attempting to reach accommodation for individual workers who claim medical diflicutties due
to smoke.
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In a convemtion with theWashington, D.C. &ce,AFSCME
- staffpredictedthat smoking
would ultimately be treated in a manner similar to drug addiction, with administered tests and
the possibility ofrehabilitation. This approach may in part be the result ofthe recent Surgeon
General's report on the addictive nature ofnicotine. About halfofAFSCME's membership is
nonsmoking, so that the other halfwill probably be actively concerned about the health issues
of smoking. NSCME does understand the argument made by the pfivate corporation USG,

that the employer has an interest in the h d t h ofhis/hu employees in terms ofpension and

disabilitydaims. Thcg also understand that othu employeeshave rights in the workplace that
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must beprotected. However, should the privacy rights OfAEtSCME members become an issue,
they would definitely consider legislation on the federal level, just as they have in drug testing.
The American Federation of Government Employees (AFGE) is now letting the locals
negotiate the terms of smokingin the workplace duringworking hours. One ofthe issues that
has arisen is the segregation ofworkem, i.e., some companies have designated all open settings

as no-smoking areas, which disaiminates against workers in work settings that do not provide
individual private offices. As a result, people in open &ces may legitimatelyfeel discriminated
against because thc occupants ofprivate ofKces usually have higher status positions within the
company.
The AFGCIO Executive Councilhas declared its opposition to both employer-mandated
and legislated smokingrestrictions, callingfor smokingdisputes to be "worked out voluntarily

in individualworkplaces between labor and managementin a manner that protects the interests
and sights of all workers." The full text afthat policy is included as an appendix.
While one AFSCME local has agreed to a total ban on smokingon or offthe job (Holden,
MA.), the union's formal position is that both sidd have rights that must be protected.

Accordingly, AFSCMEhas developedsome guidelinesforlocal negotiators that aim to address
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the Iesitimate rights of both smokers and nonsmokers.
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. Workplace smoking regulations should be treated like any other indoor air pollution
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or health and safety problem not as a moral issue or by punishing the victim.

%

- The rules should not be unilaterallyimposed by management, but should be a subject
for contract negotiations or put on the agenda of the joint labor-management

3

committees or health and safety committee.
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- Nonsmokers must be guaranteed a safe and h e d W workplace, but the rights of
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smokers should also be kcognized. Rules may di&.Sometimessmoking is allowed
except where it is specifically prohibited; in other situations, smoking may be
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prohibited except in areas where it is specifically allowed.
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upgraded to clan the air.
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In&cit?nt ventilation systems which allow all d i c e pollutants to build up should be
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Smokers should not be discriminated against by management.
I

Smoking cessation programs should be offered for all employeeswho want to partici-
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pate.

Sue Pisha ofthc~ommunicationsWorkers of America (CWA)has been involved in the

development and implementationof Pacific Bell's smokingpolicy. Her experiencesbuttress the
d

views ofAFSCME and AFGE insiders that these issues are being negotiated by the locals. The
I
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proportion ofsmoking m e m h varies fiom 20 to 60 percent in various areas oftbe counay
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and arbitration decisions are coming down on both sides of the issue.,

Genetic t&g

is a method ofidentifjing individuals or groups with particular traits or

evidence of genetic damage in certain cells who may be at increased risk for disease. Persons
with a high probability of developing a disease may get early treatment and may be assigned to

a job that does not aggravate their susceptibility. Employee representatives also fear that
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persons can be denied employment on the basis oftests, whether valid or not, or that the tests

-i

can be used to d k r i m h t e against certain groups.,

It is clear that the science of genetic testing is still in its &cy.

As the technology

continues to improve, however, the need for dear public policy in thisand other health-related
employment areas becomes clear.
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The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)has had the lead in

t

A

developing regulations concerning employment-related health issues. One of OSHA's major
c o n c is~with the identification and regulation of exposure to harmfut chemicals, and the
employee's right to know about the hazards of such exposurt.
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The issues involved are complex, and reactions have been varied. Sickle cell anemia, for
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*iohibit didmination on sickle cell-related
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But thc statesofFlorida

- example, has been linked to exposureto benzeneandrelated&mi&.
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and Florida statutorylaw

includes a ban on any didmination baxd on blood tests., Thisc o l d arguably indude tests
for nicotine in the blood.
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The major issue here is balancing the considerations of personal privacy and non
discriminatorytreatment with the employer's obligation to provide a safe workplace. There are
duties under federal and state law to warn workers ofpotentialworkplace hazards. Ofcourse,

L

there is also the employer's natural desire to reduce potential liabilityfor occupationaldiseases,

C:

but it is not dear that this can be justified under OSHA regulations.

I

It seems clear &om OSHA documents that the intent of the regulations is to counsel
."..
x..'

w o r h about hazards rather t h screen workcn for desirability. In fict, a former director of

r:

OSHA is on record as saying that "exclusion of workers as a result of genetic testing runs
contrary to the spidt and intent ofthe OSHAAct.'b Logically, thiswould llso apply to other
health-related testingor screenstandards. The growinginvolvement ofemployersin employee

"wellness," and the treatment ofpersonnel as fiu?giblcresources suggest that this controversy
will not dissipate, but will more likely grow in intensity and complexity.

- While courtshave suggestedthat excludingpregnant women fiom working in certainjobs
that entail a risk to the fetus is legitimate, some observersfed it is unlikely that any court would
uphold this defenseifthe employee/plaintigwere capable ofmaking decisionsabout their own
safety and healthth4,
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A more unsettling consideration 'involves the development of increasingly intrusive
technology. Arecent Congressional OfEce of TechnologicalAssessment report desuibed how

EEG "brain waves" recordings could be used to assess cognitive ability, attention span, and
memory,
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This is not a problem that will go away. A number of companies have initiated a genetic
testing program and many others are considering the possibility,, According to Dr. John
Venable, medical director of Dow Chemical, tests conducted on workers at Dupont and Dow
Chemicalin the 1970sdid not turn up what researchers were lookingfor: "hypersusceptibility"~
to some of the conditions that could be triggered by exposure to toxins in the workplace.
Genetict&g

was largely abandoned by the time the federal OfficeofTechnologyAssessment

deterpined in 1983 that genetic tests could not predict what might happen on the job.
.,. .
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However, testing 6 once again in vogue b d as the technolopv improves, so do the

possibilities for abuse. The major question remains, what will these tests be used for? AIDS
testinghas been highly problematicbecause most ofthe tests have both high &-positives

and

highf&-negatives. This can be severelytraumatic for an individualfYse1ydiagnosed. At least

15 states and seven aties bar employment discrimination based on AIDS; 33 states have
expanded EEO protections to include people sufferingfiom AIDS. If these tests are utilized
for genetic damage testing and counseling employees on potential dangers hthe workplace,
that would be acceptable under federal standards.
What is not dear iswhetherfederalstandardsand many courtswould accept genetictesting

as a device for screening of employees in hiring decisions or decisions concerning continued
employment,

An example ofthe controversy surrounding the use of genetic tests in pre-

employment screening is the federal govetnment's policy towards AIDS testing. Although

OPM has issued tough guiddines prohibiting dimhination against federal workers with
AIDS, the guideha do not take a position on pre-employmenttesting. Interestinglyenough,
however, the M c e of Personnel Management recently urged the National Oceanic and
AtmosphericAdministration to halt its policy ofrequiring new seagoingemployees to undergo
tests for AIDS. JanShinpoch, administrativeassistant to RepresentativeMike Lowry (D-WA)
said "Carrying the AIDS virus should not disqualifit a person fiom federal employment."
Refbsing to hire persons with the AIDS v i m is like retising to hire people who smoke because

they may develop cancer.,
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AIDS
The AIDS testing issue is not discussed with other health-related issues because of its
special nature. Initially, the AIDS issue was a highly volatile one, with numerous job and even
schoolinstancesofAIDSd e r e r s being barred fiom associationwith peers or being denied jobrelated health insurance. While the emotional issues surrounding the AIDS epidemic remain
complex ones, AIDS cases are generally being handledwith discretion and tact, and the issue
has not developed into a source of vast mounts of employment-related.litigation.
It does not seem likely that William F.Buckley's suggestion to tattoo AIDS sufferers on

the upper forearm or buttocks to prevent needle- and sodomy-related transmission wiU be
adopted,

Thisis in part the result of the epiderniolo~alnaturc of the dixuc. At least 95 p e n t
of all cases are the result of sexual contact, predominantly homosexual, or the sharing of
intravenous equipment (largely by users of illicit drugs). Three percent are fiom blood
tramhions, and 1percent is from health worker infections. Based on recommendations by
the American Medical Association, American Hospital Association, National Education
Association and many others, the standard approach has been to:

-

treat AIDS as a disease, and its victims as iil workers;

-

assume that there is no chance of contracting the disease through casual workplace

contact.
Not onlyis tbis goodpublicpolicy, but it dealswithfederal and some stateswhich prohibit
disuimimtionagainst the handicapped. Handicapped lawsprohibit adversejob action against
an employee solely because of handicap if the worker can perform the job or is "otherwise
qualified7'for thc position. While the U.S. Department of Justice tried to issue guidelines in
1986 that the ability to transmit a disease shodd not be covered by handicapped laws, the

Supreme Court has rejected that argument. While the qa#in question dealt with tuberculosis,
the court dearly ruled that for the purposes of the Civil Rights Rehabilitation Act, the
contagiousness and the effects ofthe disease on the victim cannot be separated,
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In two separate potentiallyprecedent-setting cases, plain& are trying to extend the Civil

9

RightsRehabilitationAct to include not only those with Miaious diseaseslikeAIDS but HIV
seropositivity (asymptomaticcarriers ofthe AIDS virus) as well. These cases were based on an

.
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individual being denied a job as a pharmacist in New York because he tested positive for AIDS
and another man in W o r n i a being denied entrance to an alcohol rehabilitation program

because he is an HIVurder, Interestinglyenough, althoughthe SupremeCourt has not ruled
on this issue, the Justice Department recently issued guidelines that would prohibit discrimination against people who test positive for the AIDS antibody. Although this is not binding
on the states, it will be precedent-setting as other federal agencies look for guidance on this

I

issue.

W~thinAm&ca's corporations,AIDS is largely being treted as anylong-termillness, with
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workplace accomodation. Out of387 Fortune 1000 companies surveyed recently, only one

..-

said they tested for AIDS. According to a recent report by the GeneralAccounting M c e on
AIDS in the General Accounting Oilice workplace, managers want to consider such issues as

.la%

educationfor managers,andstaff, privacy and confidentiality,screeningor testing, and the right
of co-worker5 to know about AIDS cases. The overriding concern of the managers was that

1!
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the existence of guidelines should not be seen as a substitutefor c a r d consideration of each
case's

circumstances.

The GAO Task Force also studied other organizations: those with specific pexso~el
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polisies, organhatiom that elected'not to have policies, and'AIDS support groups. Most
,

,

thought that testing was a bad idea except for three government agencies that needed testing

$$!-{$

to deal with unique situations they ficed. However9there was no evidence of blanket testing.
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Most ofthe organizationshad established education programs .withindividual counselors and
referrals to community agencies.
There was also no problem implementingAIDS policies except for the State Department,
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which is undergoing a kmsuit challengingits testing policy. In this regard, many of the states
have taken a very activist approach. California, Florida, Massachusetts and W~sconsinhave laws
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prohibiting the usc of an AIDS blood test aspart ofan employer hiring decision, and New York
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has issued guidelines to the same d e a .
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With the growth of an employer's abilityto effectivelymonitor all activitiesofanemployee,
whether work-related or not, the question arises, what should the boundaries to such
-I

I

--

survdlance be? Many employers have argued that as long as the reason for the investigation
or surveillance is directly related to the job and the monitoringor investigative technique does
not intrude, then it is justified. And some courts have agreed with that approach.
The primary differencebetween issues relating to search versus monitoringis that a search
at the workplace ofemployees' belongings, person or area for illegalweipons or stolen goods
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is avisible activity, whereas telephone, computer or pssibly video monitoringcan ksilent and

unseen and may thus be conducted in a covert manner.
Some states have looked at the nature of the material c o k e d by investigation and
established ctrtain boundaries. The state of Michigan,for example, requires that no employer
I

records be gathered on an employee's assoaations, political activities, or nonemployrnent

p&&

activities outside the workplace, A few COW have been more inclined to grant an exception
to privacy rights when the issue is a medical one, especiallyin the psychiatric area. But in those

cases, the argument was that the concern was with job-related performancefactors or with the

1,

danger ofviolence -- i,e., protecting the plant and other employees.,

I

When the surveillanceis governmental, of course, the limitationson search and seizure in
the Bill of Rights &en apply. The most troublesome distinction to be drawn is between the
government acting as government and the government acting as employer. In the private
sector, the rule has &en kenthat lessprotectionfor the object oftheinvestigation is available.
But in a case where the search was actual -- the search ofa pursc in an employee's locker -- at
least one court has held that the employeehad a "legitimate'expectation ofprivacy" that should
be upheld.,,

This expectation of privacy can be based upon an employer's expressed policies or
pro&.
When this is the case -- a in R u h - M i k v . IBM,-- the employee is likely to prevail.
In order to s u c c d y establish employee search procedures, an employer ideally should have

given clear written notice of:
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- What is subject to search, e.g., person, area, belongings, etc.

z
5

-

What are the consequences to cooperate with such a search, e.g., discipline,

-

dismissal
. etc..
When and under what circumstances is electronic surveillance being conducted.
,

While courts have held that a search or other investigation can be actionableas an invasion
ofprivacy, if it is search with reasonable cause, the invasion must be extreme. One example is
the break-in and

sew of an employee"^ home,

And regardless of questions of notice or

expectation, at least one federal court has held that "advance consent to ibture unreasonable
searches is not a reasonable condition of employment.",

The result of employee monitoring is often low morale, deaeased productivity, and
destructivecountmeasures -- especiallywhen the monitoringisheavy-handed and restrictive.
Whenpeople f
a
t
h
e
yarenot trusted, they often act accordingly. ~ uthet courts and legislature

.

enter.thepictun most oftenwhen the monitoring is of an electronic nature -- e.g., listening
to telephone conversations, overseeing computer work, or making audio or video recordings

!&$w

of working areas.
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1athe ar&oftelephone monitoring, the Communicationsworkas of~merica(CWA)
has

been vety active in efforts to draw limits on acceptableemployer activity. In the United States,
there are at least 14,000 employers who regularly eavesdrop on 1.5 million employees.,, In
1987,Rep. Don Edwards (D-CA)introducedH.R. 1950to amend the federalwiretappinglaw
to restrict employer monitoring (Senate companion bill was S. 1124).The bill was refirred to
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the Subcommitteeon Courts ofthe House Judiciary Committee in 1987, and has been there
I

since then with no action. While CWA has also been pushing legidation during 1988 in the

State of New Yo& to place similar restrictions on NcwYork employers (S. 1776/A.2640), it
has supported such legislation in past years without success.
The federal Omnibus Crime Control & Safe StreetsAct of1968 prohibits using a device
to intercept an oral conversation if there is an expectation that the conversation is not subject
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to ihterccption., But employer notice to employees of surveillance circumvents the law, and
listwingon telephone extensionsdoes not constituteusingan eavesdroppingdeviceunder the
law.
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A recent Connecticut law prohibits electronic surveillance of any arq designated for theY
health and comfort of employees or for safeguardingtheir possessions, including restrooms,
lockerrooms and 10unges.~But a Massachusettslawoutlawingemployer surveillancewithout
notice altogether was struck down by the state supreme court as unconstitutionally broad.,
And in Wornia, a bill to outlaw computer monitoring and the playing ofsubliminalmessages
over worker termids was introduced by Tom Hayden and passed the state Senate in 1987.
While some commentatorsfear that the trend is toward more monitoring and not less,
there is also a noticeable growth in resistance to such monitoring.

LIB DETICtORS
7

Beyond the moral, sodd and management problems surrounding the subjection of
present or potential employees to a test to determineveracity, thereis the problem that the test
itself often "lies." Most experts place the accuracy of polygraph testing between 90 percent

accurate and only 30 percent accurate, depending upon the setting, the operator, the subject,
the equipment, and numerous other highly unpredictable variables. As a result, as many as a
dozen states directly restrict polygraph use, and over halfthe states prohibit an employerfiom
demandingor requiring a lie detector test as a c o n of employment. In Alaska, suggesting
or requiring a he-detecting test in private or public employment is prohibited and carries a
maxhum penalty of$1,000 and one year in prison. Restrictionsare placed on the administraexaminers may not ask a b u t religion, beliefi on racial
tion oftests, e.g., in Illinois polygraph
. .

matters, political views, labor organizing, or union membership. In Montana, no person, h n
or corporation can require any person to take a polygraph tesk or any form ofa mechanical lie
detector test as a condition of continuation of employment. In addition, the National Labor
~elatiok~ o a r (NLRB)
d
has @ed that the failureofanemployerto negotiate about polygraph
testing with the union is an unfair labor practice.
he Illinois Supreme Court overturned a number ofpolygraphcases and W o w e d their
use in public employment. While the court recognized the need of public employers to

maintain integrity in the eyes ofthe public and acquire information relating to &cial duties,
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it concluded that polygraphs are not sdiciently reliable to jus*

j

an outright invasion into

employees' privacy expectations or serve as a base for disciplinary action.,
There has been action on thisissue at the federal lwei. In the 99th Congress, S. 1815, the
Polygraph Protection Act, was introduced by Senator Hatch and Senator Kennedy. It was
referred to the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, passed out and placed.on the
r

Senate calendar on 9/17/86, but never voted upon. A companion bill, H.R 1524, was
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introduced by Rep. Pat Williams (B-MT)
and it passed the House. The billwas reintroduced
in the 100th Congress as H.R 1212and was signed into law in June 1988 (P.L. 100-347).
Public Law 100-347bans the use of polygraph tests in companies that are engaged in interstate
commerce with exemptions for governmental employers and for national defense and security
investigations by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the U.S.~usticeDepartment.
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The issue ofthe statusofpersonalemployeerelationshipsis tangled in matters ofemployee

I

privacy. On the one hand, employers have legitimate interests in maintaining a reputable and
credible work environment that is capable of meeting the organization's goals of productivity

L.

and efficiency. .Onthe other hand, society recognizes and encourages the right of employees

to associate fieely iind pursue personal relationships that do not adversely affect job performance.

n
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Thecourts, aught in themiddle, tend tofavorthe employee's right to pursuerelationships
without interferenceunlesstherelationshipcreatesseriousconflicts with job performance. The
most likely situation where a conflict might arise is where one ofthe persons in the personal
relationship is the supervisor ofthe other.,

1-

One of the most ofken-cited cases in this area is Ruh-Milk v. IBM, where an IBM

w'

even ifno evidence existed that those relationshipsinterfixed with job performance becausethe
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morale of the manager's subordinatesmight be affected. The court held that company policies

@ ,

employee was fired for continuing to date a former employee when he went to work for a
competitor. IBM argued that it had the right to inquire into a manager's personal relationships
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supporting employee privacy (discussed in more detail below) created &peaations that no
compky intnf&nce Would Occur.
1:
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But it is the case that no-spouse hiring and no-interoffice dating rules are based on
legitimate company concerns about conflict of interest. The dear case for court action arises
when &-duty sexual behavior is ofa type viewed as inappropriate by the employer. However,
the fact that a case can be brought does not guaranteeits outcome. As JusticeWilliam Brennan
noted in Whizmhunt v. Spodlin? "Uthough issues concerning the regulation of private
conduct ofpublicemployeesarisefrequently, the lowerc o w have divided sharplybothin their
results and in their analyticapproach.

And the sameis true for private sector employeecases.

While both Wisconsin and the District of Columbia have sexual orientation as part oftheir
anti-disuhhation statutes, many other states continue to have laws against adultery, fodcation, sodomy, and other private consensual matters which remain on their books and are
occasionallyenforced. This, ofcourse, raises the collateral issue ofwhether employees can be
&ecI for the violation of laws unrelated to job performance.

The most reliable rule in court cases has been that privacy challenges are most likely to
succeed when employers engage in covert investigations in an obviously intrusive manner for

reasons unrelated to the job.,

In Pemberton v. & b h m Sttd Cmp.,for example, obswation

of employeesin public places in a nonintrusive manner was held to be acceptable,

This raises

one of the primary questions in rules against &duty smoking by employers, i-e., how is
information about vioIations to be collected and acted upon? Nonintrusive investigative
methods with relatively high reliability will obviously be less vulnerable to challenge in court
1

than more intrusive methods.

In %mwn v. Civ of Pbikrde&hirr, a policeman was.being investigated on charges of

engagingin a d d t q o n &-duty hours. He resisted the investigation and was fired. Thefederal
disaict court found that the investigation of employee activities unrelated to performance of
OfEiual duties is unconstitutional. The court recognized the strong individual interest in
avoiding disclosure ofpersonal matters protected by the U.S.Constitution under the "zone
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This case, however, raises unanswered questions. One, exactly what is protected in this!
zone ofprivacy that the Bill &Rights generates? Two, the investigative action here was by a
government agency and therefore government action f&g under the Bill of Rights. Private
employees can use the Constitution to enforce actions which attempt to protect that zone of
privacy. While it is true that courts look to constitutional cases for guidelines on what rights
d m e protection, as a matter of public policy, it is also the case that the tort of intrusion is
always available in private cases.
Finally, any company rule restricting personal relationships must be,drawn and administered in such as way as not to have a disparate impact on women.

PERSONALITY TESTING
Thisproblem, while a relatively new one, is not a small one. Many American companies,

'

such as General Motors, Knight Ridder, American Cyanimid, J.C. Penney, and Westinghouse
all use MMPI or some other testing instrument. One interesting development has been the

/

I
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growth of "pen and pencil veracity tests," primarily in the retail industry. This is a test given
to clerks asking them a series ofquestions,such as whether it is e mproper to steal. Based upon
the results ofthas test, so the proponents of the test say, an employer can predict whether or
not that employee is going to be honest or dishonest. Many employers in the retail industry
are sM&g to that type of test as a replacement for the lie detector.,

Victor Castellano, a private citizen who has waged a one-man campaign against testing
abuses, has questioned psychological tests, which inquire into religion, sexualpreference and
handicaps and are thudoreviolative ofstate

a.
For example,

"Scale 5" on one tat is supposed to indicate effeminate men or dominating women,
In addition to questionseabout the constitutionality of personality tests, the actual

predictive capability ofjob pchormance is also an issue. Some employers swear by them as a

N
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can predict roughly who will perform a given job well,but

8to

for any one penon, especially one who doesn't test wd,'thcy can be hopeless." Additionally,

L7

way to cut high turnover. However,AlarandraWigdor ofthe National Research Councilstated

or a large number ofpeople, t&

.>. ...

\ ,

. .

1

there are the issues ofa test that can't accurately depict the complexityofad individual and that

I

9

these tests will be relied on as a substitute for background checks and "seat of the pants"

intuition,

!I
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In the public sector, there are deiinite limitations on the restrictions over speech outside
the job setting. In ConniGh v. Mye~s,the U.S. Supreme Court held there should be no

P-

infihgement onfiee speechunlessits exerciseaffectsperformance, working relationships or the

0.

This has largely been the case in the private sector,
although a few states do have statutes protecting employee speech (such as the Connecticut' .
, ,
statute which prohibits any violation ofthe First Amendment ofthe U.S.Constitution),
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business ofthe government agency.,
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Allrestrictionson empldyeepolitical activityareprohibited by statutein a number ofstates,
including (?d&mh, Wyoming, Colorado and w e n other states.,

I

An additional group of

m

statesprohibits such restriction ofpoliticalactivity within 90 days ofan electionor by employers
\

of a certain size, e.g., 20 employees or more. Massachusetts prohibits any restrictions on
religious observance of a Sabbath if an employee has given requisite prior notice.,

L,

But there are also legitimate questions ofemployee loyalty. When employees take public

I'

positionscontmyto the best interestsofthe companyaswellor make commentsdirectlyuitical

l.!

C

oftheir company^ these are seldom upheld as legitimate exercises of gee speech,. Courts in
Wisconsin have held that discharge for public criticism ofan employer was not against public

policy. Even in a situation when the discharge was ova

policy issues, the court found

that the employer has not req&ed the employee to violate any constitutional or statutory
provision, and sotermination did not constitutea causeofactionforwrongfuldischarge. But

II;

in SGknrltzr v. I f i t m w h I CoihInc., the Federal Court ofAppeah suggested that there will be
situationswhere it would be constitutionallyimproperfor a prikte employer to impinge upon
the-free speech of employees,
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CRIMES
I::

Thisis an especially ciiillcult area, involvingthe question ofwhat impact a criminal charge
should have on job status of an employee. Of course, the question becomes moot upon an
employee's conviction, as an employee cannot serve his company and serve time simultaneously.
The issue is whether uiminal charges or convictions with incarceration harm the
company's corporate reputation or

or renders an employee incapable of performing

duties. Across the United States, state courts have not taken a consistent stand on this issue.
In various states, courts have said that as long as the crime (or action resulting in indictment)

occurred outsideofworkinghours, dismissal might not have beenjustified. Accordingly, state
c o w phave held that h g dealing, obscene phone calls, practical jokes and harassment, and ' even prostituti~n,~
were not d c i e n t justification for dismissal of an employee.
This does not mean that there is a constitutionalright to commit illegal activity. The fict
..
that the activity is illegal has been an important consideration. For example, marijuana use in
those stateswhere it has been decriminalized would probably not be groundsfor dismissal. The
constitutionalissue most ofien arises concerningthe methodsutilized to discoverthe existence

ofillegal off-the-job activity.
.
"

The least likely situation for constitutional protection of privacy is where the crime
involved includes elementsofviolence or is a violation ofa trust relationship (c.g., theft, hud,
etc.). This reflects directly on the employee's fitness for employment and has been seen by
COW
'

as reasonable grounds for dismissal.
In addition, there is the issue of using criminal records for employment screening. The

trend is toWard increasingnumbers ofoccupations, e.g., workingwith childrenor elderly, using
fingerprintsand computerizedcriminalrecord banks to check personal histories. This becomes
a problem because of the historically low quality and high error rates in these national criminal

informationdata bases. Because the opportunities to challengean erroneous data entryare few,
the potential for inequitable damage to employees is high.
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Ironically, one of the most stirring management statements by a CEO concerning the
importahce of observing employee rights was a critical factor in a case later brought against his
own company, International Business Machines Corp,

In a memo sent to all IBM managers,

Thomas J. Watson Jr. declared, "The line that separatesan individual's on-the-job business life
&om his other life as a private atizcn is at times indistinct. But the line does exist, and you and

I, as managers in IBM, must be able to recognize that line.

"I have seen instances where managers took ~p~

measures against employees for

!

actions or conduct that are not rightfilly the company's concern. These managers usually
justified their decisions by ating their personal code ofethics and morals or by quoting some
hgment of company policy that seemed to support their position. Both arguments proved
unjust on dose examination. What we need, in every case,is a balanced judgment which weighs
the needs of the business and the rights of the individual...

"We have concern with an employeeysoff-the-jobbehavior only when it reduces his ability
to pedorm regular job assignments, interferes with the job performance of other employees,
or if his outside behavior a&cts the reputation ofthe company in a major way. When on-thejob performance is acceptable, I can think of few situations in which outside activities could
result in disciplinary action or dismissal...
"Action should be taken only when a legitimate intcrat of the company is injured or
jeopardized. Furthermore, the damage must be dear beyond reasonable doubt and not based
on hasty decisions about what one person might think is good for the company.

"IBM's first basic beliefisrespect for the individual, and the essence ofthis belief is a stria
regard for his right to personal privacy. This idea should never be compromised easily."

In intervim with Mark de Bernardo, Director of Labor Law for the Chamber of
Commerce, he stated that management should be interested in off-duty behavior only where
"necessary and appropriate." As to drug testing, he Cxprased the view that employees in
sensitive, safety-relatedoccupations be tested or if an employerhas "just cause" to suspect drug
abuse. Etested positive for drugs,an employee should be counseled. When queried about the
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regulation of behavior like smokingoutside the job, he asserted that it is inappropriateto screen'
smokers for a position or to discriminate against them: Pete Lunnie, Director of Employee
Relationsfor the NationalAssociation of Manufacturers, did not see smoking during offhours
as a major legislative issue, at least not now.
I

.

I'

A Bwinm Wcck editorial on March 28,1988, entitled "Business Should Mind Its Own

i'I

Bushess," stated "Let this be a.prime corporate commandment: You shall fire an employee

6-

,I

r-

only for performance-related reasons." Many corporate executives now believe that the line
between on- and off-dutybehavior is essentialto goodmanagement, and should be maintained.
-,

i

Amajor part ofthe problem is the potential to end up supplementing or even replacing jobperformance testing with drug and related testing. This could potentiallyresult in the serious
depletion ofthe pool of best-qualified candidates (in terms of actual performance),
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Eventually, the &-duty activitiesissue is likely to involve smoking and many say that there
are few clear management gains to date &om no-smoking rules. A nationwide study by the
American Society ofPersonne1Administrators found that 90 percent of businesses sampled

experienced no savings or productivity increase fiom no-smoking rules.,
When considering the management- and performance-relatedimplicationsofincreasingly
widespread intrusions into employees' private lives, one might remember the words of U.S.

1..

Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, "The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious

C

encroachment by men of&al, well-meaning but without understanding.''
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IDEAS FOR ACTION
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work or tarnishes their organization's image.
At the heart of debates on drug
i
testing,
unorthodox life-styles,
---.------.and criminal misconduct lies the
. more subtle issue of how a person's private life affectsjob performance and the employer's
reputation. A still more subtle
issue is the degree of privacy an
employee can legitimately claim.
How can.managers and supervisors balance the employee's job
and privacy rights against the interests of the organization,its custorners, and its employees?Often
there are no clear-cut guidelines
I that can help determine the
c o w of *e action.
1 Take note of these contrasting
i cases. A federal court upheld the
by TERRY L. LEAP
I dismissalof an OmahaGiasClub
.. .
. " I
i employee, who was pregnant
though single, on the ground that
j shewasa"negativero1emodel"
I for the girls.? But an arbitrator
1 reinstated an unmarried mother
of two whom Allied Supermari ketshad fired after the birth of her
; second child because her presence
I in the Allied store that employed
I her might cause parents to forbid
their teenage daughters to work
*#One
time they brought me d o t 1 there. The arbitrator could find no
oi stuffabout his personal life, and evidence that she was a bad influI told them I didn't give a damn ence on female employees-and
&out that. That wasn't my busi- added that her presence might
ncss. It was while he was at work serveto underscorethe dangers in
that was my business!' (President an illicit sexualrelati~nship!~
Even when the situation seems
Hany S Truman commenting on
clear-cut to the accusatory emFBI Director J.Edgar Hoover)'
ployer, an arbitrator or a court
~ h e c o ~ u c n c e s o f ~ r i v a t e i nmaysidewiththeoffending
discretions on the livesof Senator worker For instance:
Gary Hart,television evangelists
An asphalt refining company
Jimand TyW e and other near Birmingham, Alabama disprominent people make President charged an employee for selling a
Truman's words appear out- smali amount of marijuana to a
moded. Although public figures friend from high school days who
run the greatest risk of career set- was working as an undercover
backs axising fmm their off-stage agent. Anarbitrator reinstated the
conduct, m p l e i.
OCCLIP~- worker O* the pound that the
publicity surrounding his amst
tions may jeop&
their job.=curity if their off-duty activity and threeyear suspended senimpairs their acceptability at tence did not umasonably harm
A

When Can
You Fire
for m-duw
Conduct?
a

t
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the company's reputation or pr uct, nor did it render him inc?i paI ble of
his duties.'
,'
Gould, Inc. fireda Minnesota
man who harassed his former supervisor by dumping a load of dirt
! in his driveway,putting his house
I on the market with a real estate
: agent, and summoning paramedics to his home with a false report
that the supervisor was having a
; heart attack. Gould claimed that
these antics caused the supervisor's work to deteriorate. Seven
months later an arbitrator rein! stated the worker' concluding
: that the evidence of cause and ef, ., .
/ fect was insufficient. Further- .
:,>>>
,$>$
j more, the arbitrator said, the
g at the , -. *
pranksterhad been W
!g{!$.
time he committed the offenses, 1 .
4.
;:.j;>;..;
. and his 20-year-old work history
. ~.{*".:
...
,
at Gould was unblemished except
for one ininor incident?
OPotomacElectricPower
Company sacked a credit collec- ,
I tor for malung obscene telephone 1
I calls, while off duty, to the teenage
daughter of a customer of the util- ,
1 ity. The collector had met her
during a business call at the
( customerfs home. An arbitrator
I reinstated him (though without .
back pay).Influencing the arbitra1 tor's decision were the lack of a
company policy on off-duty con- j
duct, a certain amount of confusion regarding the caller's
identity. and the offender's satis- I
factory work record over more
than two decades:
On the other hand, when the
clnploycre~nestablisha1ogical,if
not obvious,connection between
N
0
the onduty behavior and the ofN
fender's job, it can often safely
!
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deaZtwith bizarre
ior twice previously in H B R
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a pre
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punlsh the ptrson and make the
punishment stick. For example:
-1 The Hllton Hawaiian Village
on \Vaikiki Reach fired'a bellhop
atter he pleaded guilty to selling a
3toir.n handgun to an undercover
dpsnt. In sustaining the Hilton,
the ~rbitrator,notlng that the emp1ovc.r had heen given access to
guests' rooms w~th master key
rulcd that he had irreparably
damdgd the trust that the hotel
had placed in him. The hotel had
a legtimate concern, the arbitrator wrote, over exposure to liabil~ t ythrough property damage or
lniury
- to guests.'
,
A liquor store clerk fatally
iniured a 71-year-old woman
when she intervened in a dispute
between the man and his wifeon
a downtown Pittsburgh street,
whereupon the store discharged
him. Convicted of manslaughter,
the man argued that he should be

conduct related directly to her
work of advising students and
parents on drug abuse:'
Obviously,the outcome in such
cases depends a lot on the circumstances and the nature of the business. That is certainly true when
an employee's behavior affects job
performance and the favorable
public image that the organization enjoys. There is also the troublesome and delicate issue of the
employee's right to privacy
.

Link to the job

Two truck drivers employed by
a retail grocery chain went on a
drinking spree during a layover
and assaulted two other drivers
for the same outfit. Their intoxi,
i
cation, coupled with the injuries
they inflicted on the other pair,
'.
disrupted the company's delivery
schedule. This, according to the
arbitrator, was adequate grounds
for discharge.l"
- Here the connection between
the off-duty behavior and perforA federal court
mance on the job is obvious. But
upheld the firing
look at a case where the employer
had to interpret the states of mind
of a
clients and weigh the potenwoman who was oftialitseffect
on its workplace. A
arbitra- woman was involved in a shooting incident during an argument
tor reinstatedan
at a friend's home. She was fued
unwed mother.- .- .- from her job in the laundry at the
Maimonides Institute, a New
York City institution for emoallowed to continue in his job / tionally disturbed young people,
through a prison work-release because her presence a t work
program. The arbitrator disagreed made the residents apprehensive.
on the ground that the store's cus- The arbitrator upheld the institomers would be reluctant to en- tute's action?l
The clear link was absent, in
ter the premises if the perpetrator
of such a violent deed were work- 1 the arbitrator's view, when the
iugthere.8
I Weyerhaeuser Company let go a
C The EIyria, Ohio Board of Ed- 1 raw materials inspector after he
ucation dismissed a high school i admitted smoking marijuana and
counselor after her mnviction on taking amphetamines while off
duty. Because Weyerhaeuser had
a misdemeanor for permitting her
husband to use their house for not demonstrated that his work
3: ' dzug trafficking, The arbitrator would be impaired, the arbitrator
reinstated him.'' Arbitrators have
- said the board's action was rea.gY
:fiebecause the counselor's rendered similar decisions in
-a-
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drug-related cases involving a
telephone equipment installer,
a sand company laborer, and a
power company ser~iceman.~~
Sometimes a solution is available that preserves the worker in
a breadwinning capacity but protects the employer. Parke-Davis
dismissed an employee who had '
pleaded guilty in both state and ,
federal courts to obtaining
$500,000 under false pretenses.
The drug manufacturer justified
itself by claiming that the worker
posed an unacce~tablerisk of a
drug secunty breach, since in his
job he had access to controlled ,
substances and kept records, and ;
his continued employment I '
would jeopardize the renewal of 1
Parke-Davis's federal registration.
The arbitrator ordered the corn- !
pany to retain the employee but
put him in the first availablenon- ,
sensitive job-unless the Drug ,
Enforcement Administration in- ,
tervened. (The company didn't
help its case by waiting more than
four months before tatring action ;
against the offender.J1'
As we have seen in the cases
described here, the employee's '
work record often weighs heavily !
with arbitrators. In drug-related f
cases, the employer can take the :
initiative by offering the offender
the choice of being fired or enteringarehabilitation program.

1

1

The~omp~nys
image
An employer naturally has a vital interest in protecting its good
name, but companies have had
trouble sustaining discharges by
claiming damage to reputation.
Parke-Davis maintained that the
"notorious and embarrassing media coverage" of its employee's
case hurt its "very visible and
highly competitive" business
which depended on the trust of
the public and the government
agencies that regulate drug manufacturing. The arbitrator did not
accept that claim as proven.
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which said it wasn't a case religiou9 discrimination. The judges
remanded the suit to the lower
court for further consideration.ls
As a rule, the potential for embarrassment that justifies disciplinary action hinges on the
prominence of the employees
involved, the ethical or moral ,
element in the organization's
mission, and the efficiency of the :
communication network involv- .;
ing the organization's clientele. .
The Gary Hart and PTL scandals
contained all these elements. On
a smaller scale, the previously
mentioned case of the Elyria high .
school counselor also contained
these elements.
.
.

4aFortunatefy,
being millions in debt isn't
what it used to be."
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- 1 Right ti **va'Cy

%employers f ~ ~ Gum
f ~ tol
their
esteem, an incident
damage to reputation. Armco i involving two errant Internal
Steel fired a worker in a fabricat- 1 Revenue Service agents may give
pause. The lRS suspended for one
, ing plant after he pled guilty to
1 taking indecent liberties with a i day twomale agents who,onleaving a Columbus, Ohio bar one
I nine-year-old girl. Citing the
i worker's good 16-year work rec- ; evening after drinking several
; ord, his eight-month confine- beers, "mooned" a group of
ment in a state mental hospital women in a parking garage. The
'
r following the incident, and the
arbitrator noted that the act was
/ fact that his factory job involved "sophomoricmdf0olish1'mdfe~.
"substantially short of earning '
! no contact with the public, the
i arbitrator conditionally reinstat- thema merit badge!'But in revoked him."
ing the suspension, the arbitrator
But a similar case had a differ- determined that an employer
ent result in the context of an of- munhrve"aseasib1e~tation !
fender's highly visible position in concerning the conduct of ema business where image counts a ployees on their own time" and
lot. Northwest Airlinesdismissed may not "exaggerate undulywhat
a flight attendant after he had ad- the public may think of incidents
mitted photographing an 18-year- having no bevlng on their job!*'
Still undecided is thecase of the
old man i n the nude during
off-duty hours. He had just re- Kentucky bank that discharged a
cently returned to duty after a man who did volunteer work for
suspension for similar behavior. an organizationpromotinghome
The arbitrator upheld the canier sexual rights. The group got sup
on the basis that the incident port from the Episcopalian
might expose it to damage be- church.The bank asserted he was
undermining public confidence
cause '%orne people may be given
pause" about traveling on an air- in it. The man sued the bank,
line that is "under the control of claiming religious discriminrpemns who are so inept at man- tion. He lost in a lower court d
aging their own &I'!
lost in a federal ap@ court,
r&eious ;savior

itseu is not

j usually enough to demonstrate

/

'

-

Employees l;ho are discit&A
for moonlighting, extramvital
affairs, or other off-the-jobactivities that employers frown on
may raise the privacy issue as
a defense. Their constitutional
guarantees of privacy and freedom of association, they may
argue, make their outside behavior of no concern to the employer
as long as they are available to
work as scheduled and perform
satisfactorily
The famous case of Virginia
Rulon-Miller illustrates this principle. She was an IBM sales managa who was demoted for dating
n sales executive of a competitor,
QYX Corporation. The demotion
was based on written company
policy governing conflicts of interest. She quit and sued IBM for
invasion of privacy and, in effect,
wrongfuldischargefrom herposition. A California jury awarded
her $300,000in damages.19Similarly, a federal district court upheld the right of a factory
inspector employed by Avco to
voice his outrage o v a the company's hbor relations policies in a
letter that a Connecticut newspaper p~blished.~
continued on page 34
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When constitutional rights are ing and installing telephones dur- ;
in question, an arbitrator or court ing days off. The arbitrator ruled i
will contravene them only in ex- that the worker had not violated
tremr situations where there is a , any company rules, had confined
, threat of danger or violence. One
his moonlighting to off-duty j
'
of these was the case of a Balti- hours, and had installed equip- :
more bus operator who, it devcl- : ment only outside Continental's
oped, was also the acting grand : franchised area."
;
: Naturally, employees on medi- i
-. .--_.
- -- -- - , cal leave have their privacy reto an extent. If they are
A
company I stricted
caught working at anotherjob, do- ,
fired a driver when ing strenuous work at home, or
participatinginpotentidyinjuri- /
violence threat, ous sports, they may be fired-and
ened after the
arbitrators have upheld such 1
public learned he discharges.*
I
A
bank
vice
president
who
w
a
s
a i(u Klux Klan /
unwilling to have his privacy
grand dragon.
rights tested has concealed his
moonlighting. On weekends he
works as a professional wrestler,
dragon of rhe Maryland chapter of and many of his matches are telej the Ku Klux Klan. His dual capac- / vised. To avoid discovery and pas- i
! ity became news, whereupon his ! sible dismissal by the bank for !
fellow bus operators threatened a I unbecoming conduct, he wears a
. wildcat strike, and the possibility hood while wrestling.
i
! of a public boycott of the whole
bus network arose. The Baltimore What polieies
necess~?
i
, Transit Company discharged the
grand dragon on the grounds that : Clearly the prom posture for
there was a clear and immediate i the organizationto takeabout off- j
/ danger of violence. An arbitrator j duty behavior is not always obvious. But in anticipation of the
! sided with the companyr1
j When the privacy matter turns necessity of making a decision
about an employee, it's advisable
; on activities directly relating to a
! person's job rather than on consti- to have policies in place and in
1I tutional guarantees, the picture mincd. Here are suggestiolls:
ElEstablish written and spebecomes less murky. Here itrs
usually a matter of conflict of in- cific prohibitions against offduty
terest. A disc jockey lost his job at conduct that management rea New York City radio station af- gards as unacceptable, lilte aute
ter doing work for a competing matic discharge for a guilty plea
station.= A Detroit police officer or conviction in a felony case.
Formulate procedures for
who moonlighted as a polygraph
examiner in noncriminal matters employees charged with crimes
like employment testing was andawaitingtrial.AnempIoyeris
ordered to stop this work after not obligated to retain a worker
he administered polygraphs on who faces a long p e a of incarhis off-duty time to criminal ceration before trial, but an ems~spects.~
ployee r e 1 4 on bail may want
An arbitrator reinstated a cable to retunto work If the name of
splicer for ContinentalTelephone the offense makcs it inaddsable
Company of Virginia, however, to let the person re- to work,
the company may opt for suspenwho had been discharged for sell.
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sion and take final disciplinary action on resolution of the case. As a
gesture of good faith, the company may offer to reimburse the
employee for lost income if he or
she wins acquittal or the case is
dropped.
D Stipulate how the organization will deal with the person
who, having received a suspended
sentence, is then available for
work. [Sometimes,of course, the
suspended sentence is contingent
on'the offender's having a fulltime job.) Naturallg the employer
will consider such factors as the
empioyee's trustworthiness, propensity forviolenceor drug abuse,
and the p~ssiblereaction of customers and coworkers.
Q Anticipate the possibility
that an employee who is guilty of
a crime may Itbeat the systemit
There is precedent for disciplinary action against employees
who avoid criminal conviction, in
the face of overwhelming evidence of guilt, because of legal
technicalities. One arbitrator
wrote, "It matters not that rigorousprotectionin the criminal law
saved the individual horn criminal penalties because such fact
does not constitute a bar to the
employer's right to protect itself
or its other employeesl". Unless
the employer has agreed to base
its action on the outcome of a
criminal proceeding, this kind
of double jeopardy is legally
permissible.
It g a s without saying that if
the decision is to reinstate the
worker, the employer must take
into account possible reaction
from coworkers and customers.
The employer has a duty to set
the record straight on exaggerated
or distorted stories about the
employee's conduct-while protecting sensitive information
surrounding the case. On the
oth# haud, the organization also
h?B a duty to fellow workers not
to supprtsd pertinent facts.
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Companies are delving further into employees' personal'lives-and
workers are fighting harder for the right to be let alone

I
I

0

n Oct 29, 1987, Eastern Air Today, Americans are asserting the testing, AIDS patients are suing employLines Inc. apparently received "right to be let alone" by a different ers for breach of confidentiality when
an anonymous tip that some of adversargr: their employers. A nation- co-workers learn about their condition.
its baggage handlers a t Miami Interna- wide controversy is erupting as compa- Employee advocates are demanding limtional Airport used drugs. Security nies probe deeper into workers* habits its on electronic and telephone eavesguards rounded up 10 workers in the and health., . .
dropping. And concern is growing over
planeloading area, Then, in full view of
Unlike past tabor upkngs, aorkers the potential for employers to delve into
other employees and passengers, the aren't mounting strikes over the privacy electronic data bases that'collect the tiniworkers were marched down a guard- issue. Today's combat involves lawsuits, est pieces of an employee's lifestyle unlined path to waiting vans-'Tie temp huge jury awards, and demands for der one neat label: the Social Security
ists," as a lawsuit filed by the workers leavemealone legislation. Individual em- number.
describes it. After questioning the men, ployees and unions are filling court SNOOPING? The protests are being heard.
supervisors put them aboard a busdockets with challenges to random drug- Both the House and the Senate just
once again & front of onlook. passed bills restricting l i i deers--and took them to a hostector tests by private compapital. Then came an ultirnanies. Declares Paul Saffo, an
tum: Either take a urine test
expert on information technolor be fired on the spot.
ogies at the Institute for the
All 10 employees, members
Future: "After health care,
privacy in the workplace may
of the International Associabe the most important social
tion of Machinists, tested negissue in the 1990s."
ative. Later they filed suit in
federal court, seeking a t least
It's not that most companies are idly snooping into
$30,000each on charges of invasion of privacy, defamation,
their employees' lives. Behind
the erosion of privacy lie
and inten'tiond -infliction o i .. ,
,. .. .
THE
ISSU~S
. ....
pressing corporate problems.
emotional distress. Eastern
Drug use costs American inrefuses to discuss the inci~ ~ u cSeven
k states
6 have
laws res~ctiag&
.;I
dent. In its motion to dismiss - tests: Randoin testing in private industry is under4egal attack,
dustry nearly $50 biilion a
the case, Eastern contends :- and the S@r& Court has agreed to decide whether testing
year in absenteeism and turnthat the complaint should be 5':: gomnment employeesviolates the Fourth Amendment
!.- over. When employer groups
opposed the lie detector bills,
resolved in a union grievance . .
AIDS I?mploye& with^^^^ are covered by lawsprop&g the'- they cited employee theft,
procedure.
Wherever this case winds ., hdicapped. But few companies have educated their work ' which is estimated at up to
forces
. to prevent dkimination by co-workers
$10 billion annually. Moreup, it's a gripping example of
over, in the litigious 1980s,
the quintessential-and growUE PmCIOR TEM The first federal law restricting the use d
failing to ensure a safe and
ing-American concern about
polygraphs is now being drafted from bills passed recently by'
drug-free workplace can s u b
privacy. The right to privacy,
the House and Senate. Similar laws already exist in 31 states
ject an employer to millions in
U. S. Supreme Court Justice
COMPUTER S U R V E I L ~ C EFederal and state restraints on emliability claims when people
Louis D. Brandeis wrote in
ployer monitoring of computer work and telephone conversa-.
are injured by an errant em;,'
1928, is "the right to be let
tions are under discussion Meanwhile, companies have inployee or faulty products.
alone-the most prehensive of
creasing access to electronic data bases that contain vast
The difficulty is maintainrights and the right most valamountsof personal informationon employees
ued by c i v i h d men." Braning a proper balance between
deis was referring to the
the common good and personGEHETlC XRLEnlNG Lab tests can determine whether employFourth Amendment's guarana1 freedom. It may be laudees have genetic traits that make them susceptible to certain
tee against "illegal searches
able for companies to hold
diseases. Some authorities say legislation is needed to prevent
down soaring medical costs
and seizures" by government.
employers from using such tests to screenjob applicants
'
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DRUG TEWlHG

DID THIS COMPANY
GO TOO FAR?
t was a welcome back that Wanda
I
Creer won't .forget, Returning from
five weeks of sick leave late 1986,

in
the 45year-old lab technician a t Pacific
Refining Co. in Hercules, Calif., was
ushered into the ladiesJ room. There an
employee of a drug-testing lab held the
stall door open and watched Creer lower her pants and urinate into a cup.
'When I left the room, I was angry,
I was hurt, I was crying," recalls the
soft-spoken Creer. Suffering from a
peptic ulcer, she was taking medication
that she feared would show up in the
urinalysis. "I thought I'd lose my job!,
Creer and several others sued Pacific Refining on 'behalf of more than 90
employees who were checked, charging
that 'random testing violated the' Cali' ~ h e n . 1left the room
fornia constitution's ban against unrea-'
sonable invasion of privacy. A state
I was angrv. I was hurt,
court issued an hju&on halting the
I was crying.
tests. The class action is WM to
I tllought I'd lose my job.'
reach trial by yearend.
Creer
l
~ Pacific Refining~ main~
s
~
bins that testing is necessary as a
safely precaution. "We've got an entire an occasio-anda
is a
town right across the fence from the good example of how stupid this whole
refinery," says James P. Hargarten, thing is," says John M. True, a San
Pacific Refining's attorney. "One mis- Francisco civil liberties attorney repretake could be catastrophic."
senting the plaintiffs. "The idea that
Creer says she has "never used any the employer feels it's necessary to
kind of illegal drug." Her one bad h a b confirm her innocence when she hasn't
it, she confides with a slight smile, is even been charged is preposterous!'
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by giving employees checkups and offering exercise programs. But what keeps
helpful advice on high blood pressure
from becoming an ominous decision on
an employee's promotion potential?
There are few standards to help answer
such questions. "It is an era of legal
uncertainty," says Robert B. Fitzpatrick,
a Washington lawyer who represents
both companies and employees. "In a lot
of states the law is in flux, and it is
unclear what the rules are any longer!'
'FEAR OF ABUSE^ What is clear is that
employers face a complex challenge. For
years, American workers seemed to lack
the bodyand-soul dedication of their J a p
anese counterparts. Now, U. S. .companies are beginning to gain the commitment of workers, who often build their
private lives around the job--and the
pension and health plans linked to it. But
as this happens, employees also bring
their off-the-job values-and demandsto work. Increasingly, says Alan F. Westinl a Columbia University professor

'

!-
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who has studied individual rights h the
corporation since the 1950s, "Americans
are coming to believe that the rights we
attach to citizenship in the society-free
expression, privacy, equality, and due
process-ought to have their echo in the
workplace!'
Privacy today matters to employees a t
all levels, from shopfloor workers to
presidents. "I don't think politicians and
corporate executives realize how strongly Americans feel about it," says Cliff
Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer who
handles employee lawsuits. "It's not a
liberal or a conservative issue, and the
fear of abuse d d t emanate from personnel policies. It's coming out of the
larger, impersonal notion that workers
are fungible, expendable items."
Huge jury awards in recent privacy
cases reflect these concerns:,
A supervisor for Georgia-Pacific Corp.
in Oregon fired a man based on an anonyrnous letter stating that the worker had
been drunk in public. Then the supervi-

sor repeatea tne auegatlon a t a meeung
of 100 employees. Concluding that sbch
wide dissemination damaged the worker's reputation, a state appeals court u p
held a $3~,000defamation award.
A drugstore employee refused to take
a lie detector test during an investigatiqn of stock shortages at RiteAid of
Maryland Inc. Though the company violated a state law in ordering the test, it
forced the woman to resign. A state a p
peals court a&ed a $1:3 million award
for behavior that "amounted to a complete denial of ber] dignity as a person." .
These aren't isolated stories. A survey
by Ira Michael Shepard and Robert L.
Duston, members of a management law
iirm in Washington, turned up 97 jury
verdicts against employers in privacy
cases from 1985 to mid-1987. Damage
awards averaged $316,000. Before 1980
employee suits for invasion of privacy
rarely reached a jury.
They do now-largely because a d e
axle of litigation and legislation involving employee rights has laid the ground- .
work This .movement has led to laws
that give employees the right to know
about hazardous workolace chemicals. f
that protect whistlebliwers, and thd
give workers access to medical and personnel records. Complain4 of diicrimination by age, race, and sex are also
increasing fast. Meanwhile, nonunion
workers, aided by state c o ~ are
, SUC- .
cessfully challenging the onceundisputed employment-at-will doctrine. This
gave private companies the right to dismiss employees without cause.
The erosion of the at-will concept
clears the way for workers to sue empIoyers over privacy issues. Otherwise,
such cases are often difficult to file.
State laws that regulate polygraph testing,for example, provide for prosecution
of corporate violators but give no redress to wronged employees. But using
precedents from employment-at-will
cases, workers can often prove unfair
dismissal-and win big awards.
TURUINO POINT. All these trends are c r e
ating chaos in the rules that govern the
workplace. And the changes this will
bring in the employeremployee relationship could be as far-reaching as those
that followed the breakthrough of industrial unionism in the 1930s. The difference is that today the courts and Congress may do much more quickly what
unions would take decades to achieve. ,,
"The idea that the employment relationship cannot be regulated will never be
with us again," says William B. Gould, a
labor law professor a t Stanford University @age 68). "In some form or another,
we're going to have regulation!'
The tension over privacy, in fact,
marks a turning point in the cycle of
COVER STORY
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managment-labor relations. Starting in
the early 19th century and for decades
after, employers exercised wide dominion over employees' lives. Companies
built and ran company towns. In 1914,
Henry Ford's workers were promised a
$5aday wage only after Ford's "sociologists" visited their homes and deemed
them morally qualified. The growth of
unions, the improved education of the
work force, and the civil-rights and civilliberties movements of the 1960s seemed
to kill off these Big Brother policies. In
the 1980s, however, the cycle is reversing-as the controversy over these major issues indicates:
AIDS discrimination. Employees with
AIDS are already protected by federal
and state laws that guarantee job rights
for the handicapped. Nonetheless, some
people with AIDS have been fired and in
several instances not reinstated before
they died.
Most companies have neither a policy
nor an educational program on AIDS.
Emerson Electric Go. in St. Louis has
had "a couple1' of employees with AIDS,
says John C. Rohrbaugh, vice-president
for corporate communications. Those
who have the disease became known
"because other employees didn't want to
share phones or work in the same offices," Rohrbaugh adds. Typically, 'We
didn't take any type of action, and even-

.

The modern weapons
of the privacy war:
Lawsuits, huge jury
awards, and demand3
for new legislation

tually the employee became more and
more debilitated until he was too sick to
work, and frankly, he died."
For many companies, such ad hoc handling of the situation may be a costly
mistake, says David Herold, director of
the Center for Work Performance Prob
lems a t the Georgia Institute of Technology. In a survey conducted for the tenter last year, 35% of 2,000 workers said
they didn't believe that AIDS can be
transmitted only by sexual contact or
blood contamination. The same percentage of workers said they'd be "concerned" about using the same bathroom
as pe6ple with AIDS.
Herold believes the costs of caring for
AIDS sufferers could pale by comparison
with the productivity losses if healthy
employees refuse to work alongside
them. And he disparages the policy of
many companies to treat AIDS "like any
other illness!' Adds Herold: "If that's
what they mean by policy, that's non-

sense, because other employees will not
treat it like any other illness."
Some 30 of the nationJQ largest employers agree. Ishr, AT&T, and Johnson &
Johnson, among others, have endorsed;&
10-point bill of rights on AIDS issues, It
calls for education to dispel fears, urges
that medical records be kept confidential, and pledges not to test for the AIDS
virus in hiring.
IPolygraph testing. Do lie detectors tell
the truth? According to recent surveys,
a lot of companies think they do. Studies
show that about 30% of the largest companies and more than 50% of retail bust
nesses use lie detectors to test honesty
in preemployment screening and to help
investigate workplace thefts. Proponents
contend that patterns of blood pressure,
perspiration, and breathing recorded as
a subject responds to questions reveal a
liar's "internal blushes."
But many scientific and medical
groups, including the American Medical
Assn., disagree. A strong response to a
question could indicate guilt, fright, anger, "or indeed whether you artificially
induced the reaction by, say, biting your
tongue," says one critic. As a result, 21
states prohibit the use of tats as a condition of employment in private industry,
and 10 more place restrictions on the
types of questions that can be asked.
Now, after years of trying, it appears

A PERFECT RECIPE
FOR A LAWSUIT
y 1982, 3ohn J. O1Brien had
worked nearly 10 years for Papa
Gino's of America, a New England restaurant chain. As an area supervisor,
he was in charge of 28 restaurants and
about 500 employees. "I was in line for
vice-president and felt a strong loyalty
to the company," O'Brien recalls.
Suddenly his life '%as cut right in
half!' Despite repeated requests, he refused to promote a company direchr's
son who was also the godson of the
president, contending the man was incompetent. A few weeks later, OIBrien's boss told h i that someone-Papa
Gino's never identified the person-had
seen him take drugs at a party. The
company gave O'Brien two choices:
take a polygraph test or be fired,
WIGHLY OFFEMVE~"I was angry that
they were-putting a machine against
my word and my history with the company,'' O'Brien says. But he took the
test Papa Gino's said it proved he lied
and fired him. He sued. For the next
three years, O'Brien, a 32-year-old father, couldn't h d work "It was like

IB

COMA STORY

'it was like hell. I went from
$50,000 and a lot
of good self-image to no employment at all'
.. .
-John J. O'Brien
hell," he says. "I went from $50,000 a
year and a lot of good self-image to no
employment a t all."
In 1985 a federal jury found the
polygraph investigation "highly offen.
sive" and awarded damages that eventually totaled $595,000. A federal a p
peals court upheld the award, as well

-

as findings of defamation and invasion
of privacy. Now a renovator of houses
in New Hampshire, OIBrien feels the
false charge of drug abuse will always
be with hi. "People in the company
avoided me like the plague when they
spread that around, and I think I'll always carry the stigma"

'
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to too many people or hand out false protected. But others aren't
potentially false information that eminformation maliciously.
Credit bureaus, for instance, sell infor- ployers can collect

BREAK UP WITH
THAT GUY-OR ELSE
irginia Rulon-Miller never thought
she'd leave her job a t InternationV
al Business ~achines
And

Corn.
airtainly not under such unileasant &
curnstances. But after 12 years there,
the last as an award-winning marketr
ing manager in a division office in San
Francisco, she made a mistake: She fell
in love.
In 1979, one week after receiving a
13.3%raise, she W a s called on the carpet Was she dating Matt Blurn, a f o r
mer fBM account manager who had
gone tb a competitor? There was no
denying it: The two had dated while
Blum was a t IBM, and he still played on
an IBM softball team. Rulon-Miller was
I ordered to forget about Blum or be
demoted. "I was so steeped in IBM cdture that I was going to break up with
Matt," she says. She didn't get the
chance. As she testified in court, she
was dismissed the next day.
TRIAL TOLL In preparing her wrongful
discharge suit, Rulon-Miller's lawyer
discovered something her old boss
didn't know No less an authority than
former IBM Chairman Thomas J.. Watson Jr. had declared that "we have concern with an employee's off-thejob be
64 BUSINESS WEEWMARCH 28.1988

'If this is one of the best companies
and this is what they did, then how does one
of the worst companies treat their people?'
'

-Virginia Rulon-Miller

havior only when it reduces hs
i ability months," says Rulon-Miller. But she ,
to perform regular job assignments!'
adjusted. Now a regional director 'for a
A jury in,stat. court agreed. In 1984, computer sales company, she has bm
Rulon-Miller won $300,000 in back pay . ken off with Blurn. But she still feels
and punitive damages.
the same about IBM. 'There was a real
L i e every trial, this one took its toll. sense of security and a feeling of fam"I couldn't function for four or five ily. If I had my way, I'd still be there."
COVER STORY

requiring managers to prove a specific
business purpose before gaining access
to sensitive information. But many don't.
And the American Civil Liberties Union
fears that voluntary guidelines won't
work if the political climate changes.
'What happens if society's pendulum

TESTING FOR DRUG USE:

technology. Although
testing has grown into
a $1 billion industry,
there are no standards

and results of monitoring.

COVERSTORY

drug testing allow

.
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"wellne~s'~programs that try to push
employees toward healthier lifestyles. So
far these programs seem aimed a t helping empIoyees live longer-and improve
their productivity. But the logical next
step is mandating off-the-job behavior.
"I think employers are going to get
deeper and deeper into the wellness
business," says Columbia's Westin.
"This is going to throw up a series of

I

a4 .

profound ethical and legal dilemmas
about how they should do it and what
we don't want them to do."
Most workplace privacy issues pose
these kinds of difficult questiop. They
pit the needs of the company against the
worker's feelings of dignity and worth.
To sacrifice much of the latter would.
make work life untenable. So the U. S.
must decide which rights of a citizen in

T r y i n g to bring order out of the tur- ordered redress. Alan F. Westin, a
moil over orivacv and other em- political scientist a t Columbia Universiployee rights & the "job is like trying ty, estimates that 25,000 suits alleging
to smother a hundred fires with one termination without cause are pending
blanket Each issue has a life of its in state courts, compared with about
own. But one common factor must be 200 in the late 1970s. But litigation to
involved in any effort to standardize a resolve employment disputes repregood employment relationship: Deter- sen& "the worst of all possible
mining who will decide what consti- worlds," says William G. Gould IV, a
tutes fair treatment on' the job..
. . .labor law ~rofessora t Stanford Uni. For much of America's &-I
dustrial history, employers
made that judgment unilater
ally. Unions won a voice in
the decision-making process
for wWonizedworkers--some
3390 of' privabindustry employees in the mid-1950s but
now down to 14%.Some laborlaw specialists such as Paul
C. Weiler at Harvard University argue that collective bargaining is the ideal way to
settle job disputes. But he and
other union supporters see little chance that organized labor will raise the 14% figure
in the near future. That
leaves the vast majority of
the %-million-member work
force without a formal-and
binding--complaint procedure.
SWEPT MDLUnder the old
common-law doctrine of employment-abwill, workers had
no recourse if they were fiPed
without just cause. But since
the late 19709, state courts
have entered the battle on the
side of emolovees. lettinn
them sue fo;&ngfh
dischajrge under versity. Low- and middleincome emexceptions to the doctrine. Such suit. ployees seldom sue because of the high
are now permitted in 46 states. And cost of going to trial. And lawyers o p
this was occurring just as legions of erating on a contingency basis prefer
nonunion employees in technical, pro- executive clients seeking big awards.
Meanwhile, companies are subject to
fessional, and managerial jobs were b+
ing swept aside in the work-force r e volatile and unpredictable juries that
ductions of the 1980s.
.
know little about the employer's busiThese changes, along with a drama& ness and sometimes ignore court inic decline in corporate loyalty, led thou- structions. Given such circumstances,
sands of such workers to seek court- some employers reluctantly favor a

society should extend to +n employee in
the corporation-and in what fom., ~f
employers don't voluntarily start $is
process, the courts or legislatures will
do it for them.
By John Hoerr in New York, with Kaaerine M Hafiter in Sun F r a h C O ,
DeGeorge in Miami, Anne R. field ad
Laura Zinn in New York, and bureau reports

third option: 'laws to prevent firings
.without good cause. All other major
industrial nations have them. Montana
adopted the U. S.'s first late last year.
Montana juries had given huge damages to dismissed employees. To stop
that, employers endorsed a law that
caps their liability a t four years of
back wages. It also prohibits firings
without 'just causeJ' for workers who
have completed a probationary period. The law, which is
too new to have much of a
track record, allows arbitratio'n but lets suits proceed if
arbitration is rejected,
Gould, Weiler, and other academic analysts of unjust discharge believe legislation is
needed to protect nonunion
workers. But Westin wants
employers to voluntarily
adopt complaint systems giving nonunion employees due
process and a fair hearing.
Employers such as Federal
Expm, Citicorp, and Intep
national Business Machines
,already have such systems,
though none calls for binding
arbitratioa But Westin believes employees perceive
them as fair. "What makes
these procedures work is that
they are organized by-companies dedicated to..long-term
employees, h d there is a
commitment to flexiijlity and
change on the part::of the
workers," he says. '-.
About 1040 of private employers have welldevelope~bmplaint
systems, Westin estimates, and an additional 60% or so' will eventually set
up such systems to escape regulation.
"Sometime in the mid-1990s; he says,
"the movement toward f a i r c o m p l ~ t
systems will hit the barrier of the final
30% of employers who always wait for
the law to tell them what
law will be required.''
BY John HOW+-'i?i@$york
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PRIVACY: Laws 1

/ Firms Walk 1

Under Debate

Tightropeon 1
I Privacy Issues 1

Coatirod from Pap 6
man-Mama officials declined to
comment.
In addition to atak lam nstricting the dlsclorun of medical data
about employees, many employen
have ttrilored policies of thclr own
to prokce the privacy of such
infomation-especially as componiw develop employee amiamcd
programs guaranteeing confidcntipl help for worken with drug,
alcohol or pu#,nal problem Yet
worken complain.that the pmtcctiona mmctlmu break down when
front-line tqervhra are called
upanto-Wthtm
,
ClnuBaUrrIaformrtioa
. IBM, for example, b widely tonaidered a 1eadtr in crafUngprivacy
poliflcr snd in lnglngother corporation8 toadopt them. The eomputer company givea its mwgw
Wdng In the finrmrtanceof nspectlngw#kcrdpriVacy*

A

,No &wwdatlau
'

But attorneys representing
worken in privacy cam say it may
take costlx losea in court to win
respect froin employen for workW rightr "Government's not go. ing toclean up the busideasea," said
:Jascph Pmer, an Endno lawyer.
"But the lawwibhave an effect.''
One effectof the litigiousncsr har
been that mme lawyera have in8tZWkd
e m p b y ~dl~nt8to
Inform workvlr up front that thelr
conduct at work will be an open
h k . Several key court ruling^
have held that employem can be
found liable for invadona of privacy only U they have given their
workem an expectation of privacy.
.So if wotkcn Itnow their l o c h or
can may be searched, the lawyprs
say, a company la less likely to find
ltsclf in court once r servch Is
' conducted.
,
"You da not want them to have a
reamnabla expectation of dvacy,"
said attorney Robert Illman,
m m # h # partner d Littler Mendelson h t i f f & Tfchy, ii Lnr
Angeles-brsed labor law ffnn thpt
- rcprCIKnbmMOgement atclwively. Inatead, he mid, employw
ahNd "reillkt if they come to the
place of work, the employer b
gdng to
UP anything,
. m y Ume, any place."
Management conwltanb at the
Merchantr and Mrnutactunru
Amm. inLo8 An#ela tourn1 bustneaa to take a leaa advemarial
.approach to minlmldng the risk
that dfrmntled empioyees will flle
privacy-related lawarltr.
'The bottom line is to we good
judgment and do what'n right," add
aenlor comltant Harold J. Childa
"If you really want R lawrmit In a
. hwry, dwtroysameone's dignity!'
Under current legal atandordb,
, thou#& employeu should not get
-Y
duler, noted Burl MeCoIm,
a another mior corlrultant at the
. -tbn.
The qwdton ik What rights of
privacy doI have or an employee?"
McColm rrld ''The amwer ik

.

11 of a sudden, Richard
Schowengerdt's secret life
wasn't a secret anymora
Security
searching hfs
office at the Naval Industrial Reserve plant in Pomna where he
worked as a civilian engineer,
found a packet of the @licit
letters he had been exchanging
with women he dontacted through
pvsond ads in swingers newspapus.
The consequences of the August,
1982, investigation were seven, .
Schowengerdt was eleared by the
U S P W Service of dwgw that .
he was sending, pornography
- ButRokftBratt,anadminbtnUve apedabt in IBM'a corponte
through the mails But he was .
bmch offlce in &ton, hu becn
dismissed from the Naval Rwervea
-.batUlng the company for *eight
on the grounds that the letten,
y m over what he conten& wu
which bragged of bisexual exploits,
an embrvrrilrrdng invaaion of hir
indicated he was involved in homoprivacy €hat vlolakd IBWa own
scruPl activitia-an allegation he
.rule&
denied. And there waa a long delay
!
In r lawsuit pendlng In a b k a when he sought a security dearchU8eUS court, &at: charge8 that .
ance for another defense industry
: hir rights were violated when a
Joa
phynicirn'a offhand asaeuament
Most Wul,though, was that an
that he war "paranold" and needed
intensely private aspect of the
paychfrtrfc help was brordly drcu57-year-old Costa Mesa man's life
lakd within 1BM management. A
W* uposcd for his co-workem and
supcrvlsaP had sent BnU to the
family to see. Hls ptivacy aw
&tar liter he expremtd dim&hvaded Schowengerdt my& and
treuonwfththe flnn'8 "open door"
the resulting humiliation waa profound
"How do you put a value on thh
. tbatBslrUhentlUedtor@ytrfrl
sort of thhg!" Schowengwde said,
I n . W h t c h ~ 8 ~ n w d t o
tFytngtodwcribthispngumd
dmrlrtc
the m e w Infotrmtkn
embPnassment "The damage it
:
wlllkbrlursdmbuthfrintarsrt
docs to your paydie is not m m j
Thcrauen'trlot."
in
plu#nhy
hb
mtny.
Attarable."
.-.
nayr
my
the
cmee
MI1
crtrbllrh
AU the same, Schowengerdt
-rl'-..
.&-.---.....-.
-importrnt Rlla conecmlng the we
wants a court to put a price on the
ol Wamutlon gathered thmugh
damage. He Is suing the federal
carpon~m~~ptogovernment and General Dynun- .
1BM desllned to comment on the
ics, which operates the Pomona
caw, h i t rUll worb for the
Plcur sm PRIVACY, Page 6
company, but uayr he that hu had
to sell hh home to pay the legrl
, ' fees lot the sontlnulngcourtbattle.
The coots to buslncar of rcsolvlng
priv~cydisp~ksthrough civil IlUgation unnerve management low*
Ycrs, who fJmt
to d n % l c s l
trctiet they condder Wt wkd
~ P = ~ - ~ W - P ~ ~ %
mfllbn-dolluvtrdkta in the tmployment arena
I
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c0mp11y Lue il worker
because supervhrs don't approve
of whom heor she is dating? Should
managers have access to their
underlings' medical records? And
just how private is an office or a
locker or a desk-or an employee's
car parked on the employer's lot!
The anawers have proven hard
:to find, because worker privacy h
.an area of great uncerlalnty in lhe
jaw. Some s t a b re@ate aqwla
d workplace conduct. Califomla
law, for inslance, limit8 the usa d
lie detectom, pmtects t h e c o n r i tiality of employees' medW
cords and pmhibita moat job-nhted AIDS LesUng. And m e ntate
conscltutiona-including Califor.
nia's-enshrine a right to privacy
among their citizcna' bank freeL.US? id11 il

domr

Yet the U S C#uULuUoa eonUIIN no apllcit gu~nteaof r
tight to privucy, and federal priva-

cy Icgisrulion L sp~rsc.Only Jast
nwnrh did lhc House of Rcaresentativc3 p a s a bill p r o h i b l ~ - t h a
use of polygraphs inmoat employment settings-a decade after a
federal privacy commianion called
for such legislation.

Mom Comtrol
Public employees have sceur;d
m e rights *om the C O M 1 I W V 8

use gooUj uuylient zuld

do what's right. If you
really want a lawsuit in
a hurry, destroy
someone's dignity.'

-

-.-

I

lelktcclan
"In the past, there have been
certain limitations, restrictions,
barriers and boundvies that i v erybody knew about," sPid Gary
Marz, a proftssor of sccblogy at
-HuddJ.chU#,
the Massachuselta Institute of '
. % n b , m a n t Technology wiho haa written atensively on wwkplacepdvacy.
"If your employer war walking
by averting safety hazards while
of behind you-an inspector-you
inviting hwsuila for Inv&
knew
they were there and YOU
P?"CY.
Them's a tension between pri- knew what they eould see AMUlw
vacy and the employefa right to lthingl war that, if you did some.
make sureillegal thingoaren't done Ulingon the weekend, what y w did
on their premises with their pmp- was your buslnw, and it couldn't
erlyp said Paul Q~lssman,a Lan be dlaepvered," he said. "Or U you
walked inaide a room and you
Angeltsmanagementlawyer.
Such quandariw have forced whbpxd, your ConveraaUon waa
mplo e n to rely incradngly on private. Or U you wrra In r dark
YOU couldn'tbe.the~.i:wycn tor [nr~rnncein the
"Those UumpUona have fallen
moat baaic peraoniel decisions, IO
by
the
wayaide," Man mid. The
deslgn format privacy policies and
to hope that some mid-level su~er- trafEctory is moving toward the
vleor'daesn't misinterpret r policy all-seeing . society, rather than
and thereby invite a suit claiming away from it."
The Ue deleelor, a less fuluristlc
Ulat the company not only invaded
an employee's privacy but ignored technology, has generated wnnidcrablc
litigation between employibown rules indoing ao.
and employees.
hpite lawr in
"things are getting UMers
M
ly complicated." Raudabaunh sPld w o r n l a and 11other atat- buThin h m e a the coat ol doing Sng employers fmm requiring r
businemina sodety Ulat, above all, polygraph (est aa a condition of
b coneuncd with proteeling ev- hiring or continued unploymcnt,
Uedetcctatcslareinwideuaeaa
ery W a right&*
The eompUcaUdtU came homa a naeana o~eornbatlngpiUerageud
for Cumie Walkina Can in 1980
when #heworked fora company in %~Lendl7*LPU("1M
Bhmlngham,Ah,, thmlmld YeUow

alriclura on g o v m m t a l action,
including the limits on ecucha
and seizurm. Dut for both publlcwbr and private-sector wcrkar,
the rules on prlvacy'mlnly are
being drawn by individual judgea
:weighlng Ule facta d individual P a s w a d v ~ .
Can and her fellow workm 8t
LM.BenytCa~wUlntthe
fimq Ilks many companicr that
areps,and we're hovlng bledow conduct a large portion of their
wnY,"aaid John N. RPudabaugh,m buslnejr by telephone, oecPdonrlly
AUnnla management law* who' m i l o r e d their eaUs to make nne
Is chairman of an American Bar plop# salen proceduntlwere beinp
Assn. commitleeon labor law.
followed
Lawyers and privacy apela
But Carr was lnfurialcd when
hnve many explanatbna for the auperviaon-in violation of aminlcnsificah of the conflict. To pany pollcy-listened to a call that
bcgin with, Americam are ruing she received during lunch one day
each oUlw more about every- inviting her to inlerview for nnoth-

-

:

F&%VA%*%

that they were forced to slgr
"volunlary" mnaenu to
and
then ehPUenea the rwulu d an
uamlnatbn.lnacwaf~tvo
yean aga by a Matyland appellate
EaurZ forinahlce, a BaltjnKwejury
awarded drug atore employee Marguerite Cook $13millbn when she
was fired after refusing to take I
detector Lest--the lag& rrported
judgment In a workplan privacy
ease In the 19The outcome of privacy mses

---

DPIIlLDm

Robert Ehtt, an lBM mploy& in inston, has b k battling the campurer giant fdr eight years.
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APPENDIX A
Workplace Privacy Law: A State-by-State Survey
As the cases in the text demonstrate, workplace privacy issues have been
addressed by the courts of different states in widely divergent ways. State statutes
and constitutions also vary substantially from state to state. Although every state
(and a growing number of municipalities) recognize some privacy rights, the
extent to which the right exists from state to state can mean the difference
between n o liability and very substantial liability for employers, depending on
where the employee is located and where the case is brought.
The following chart describes the present status of employee privacy rights in
the nation's 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Riw and the Virgin
Islands. The authors have focused on statutes and court decisions affecting the
general privacy rights of all employees. This chart is not intended to encompass all
the possible constitutional privacy and due process protections accorded public
empIoyees.
Every attempt bas been made to include relevant statutes and decisions through
June, 1987. But this survey is not intended as a substitute for obtaining competent
legal advice in this sensitive and dynamic area of employee relations. The case law
in this area is changing rapidly, and this survey can only serve as an initial
research guide. The chart is intended to provide managers and employees with an
overview of the breadth and variety of state responses to privacy concerns, and to
increase awareness of some of the legislative and judicial decisions affecting
workplace privacy issues. It is absolutely essential that managers consult counsel
before privacy-related litigation arises, develop preventive programs of policy
formation, and disseminate such policies to supervisory personnel.
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m. Ann.

Cod. act.
27, 6 740(a)-(b)
(1982).

-

r t a n v.

5

DISCWSIOY
An **lo

a r u y not, i n m y
a F 1 ~ i o n , imtmrvinr, o r otherr so, r s q u i c r an a p p l l c e n t t o t
. r p l g m n t o r adrl8810n t o dl.claw Into-tion
concerning srlm 1 ~ c1h o r q u against him t h a t
h.va b u n .aFmq.d.

Mass. a n . L8ua Ann.
ch. 111. 1 70. ( m a t
sum. 19.7).

8 u n a l l l a m . ooluiatlnp o t
o h o r r i n g 8 unlon b u 8 1 ~ 8 8aqant

Gth.;-prbiidp~I&,
-;hi&war
soductad In such 8 vay t h a t t h e
3a6 M. 28s.
so* a.24 488. $I¶&
.$
wb cct
-8 .
may110 OL the 8ucvatii-,
n u not an i n t r u s i o n
mlm.
-'.f.s.-,
LO7 S. Ct. 571
upan ~ l ~ ~ o n .
(1986).

R l l i t i C 8 l -tivitiar

1W. Ann. code act.
33, 4 26-16 (61
(Wlchl. 19.6).

unt..
)(.ma. a n . b u s Ann.
ch. 276 1 10011 ( N u t
SUW. 1987).

Mass. a n . tan m.
ch. 149 1 52C ( W t
Supp. 1987).
An -10

me*. complaint a l l e g l n p
tb.t p l a l r e i t t * a io-r
em 1oy.n
u d a *tat-i n conmeteon
r l t b dl.cblrg. oC plaLnCLCt t h a t
m r a not trw and mrs -11cioumly and r a c k l a u l y u d a would
m t # di8ml.W t o r t a i 1 u r a t o
reprohsm axact wrd8 .ll.qad
to
M V . km drtaa8tory.

D.taution
I. Supp. 572 (0. M.
1981)
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.
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.
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.* -77s

cir.

106 S. Ct. 2278
(1986Y.

wg&wjyiitPg
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Right to
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mi-

. ..

.

?.ad 992 (4th
1985). &

!asnh$, o . s . -

r

Ha.;
Ann. IAUS ch.
,214. 1 1. (w-t
supp.
1987)

o t t i c u 9 8 o t t - d u t pertorunca oc a n t a c t a ~ X
tn
b1adctasr u k a u p NUs o r u t i t u . t i o n a l l y protected ap..ch, and
a18 amp1oy.r could not d i 8 c l p l IM
him l o r it.

.

a

'

.

. .

I h a r a wa8 no m a - l a
Invas i o n OL p r i v y by ravealinp t o
r u u p e r i a l ..ploylntorution
about mmu1oy.r Wa Of an -0p.n
door* qolicy. tlorrvar, amploy- .
ar*. 4 8tr-IW
oc
I.9.rdima
aploy-'.
unt.1
hula p - l a
y.8 8n l n v u l o n o r
b I s .rivacy.
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A p.raon a h a l l b. u r o t u t d
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APPENDIX Ill: ORGANIZATIONS AND
INDlVlDUALS CONCERNED
WITH PRIVACY ISSUES
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KEY UNDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED
j
IN THE DEBATE ON PEGUWTION OF OFFlHOURS ACTWITIES

I

The following is a list of individuals and organizationsthat have expressed interest
or have involved themselves in issues that may impact upon the regulation of off-hours
activities, perhaps including smoking. This list includes a variety of groups and individuals,
&om privacy scholars and apem on drug testing in the workplace to representatives from
the National Association of Manuficturers and a Director of W r Law at the Chamber of
Commerce. From their unique perches, they may all one day have input into the formation
of guidelines and legislation on employer regulation of smoking during off-hours.

CONGRESS AND PRIVACY

0

Summary

u

The thrust of remarks by key committee staEmembers is that Congress will probably
evaluate and address specificaspects ofthc privacy issue as they arise. For Congress, it's
business as usual.

! .

The Senate and House Judiciary committees are traditionally more concerned with Fourth
Amendment questions, which involve the intrusion of government, not private parties, into
the lives of citizens.

I

However, a member of the Senate paned, Sen. Paul Simon, D-IL,h sponsor of a bill that
would require telephone monitoring to be preceded by an audible warning tone. This is
known as the "beeper bill." Sens. Alan Simpson, R-WY, Patrick Leahy, D-VT, and Simon
are sponsors of a bill to assure privacy of a citizen's home video rental records. Their billb
a response to the publicizing ofvideo rental records of Judge Bork and Colonel North
during their appearances before Congressional hearings.

A House ~udiciarystaffmember says there is a possibility that the telephone monitoring bill
may be expanded to include provisions on computer security.
The House panel will have a new chairman next year. Rep. Jack Brooks, D-TX,succeeds
Rep. Peter Rodino, D-NJ, who is retiring.
Brooks, as chairman ofthe Government Operations Committee, was fond of staging hearings with all the news media trappings, including leaks in advance oftitillating investigative
information and loud, angry lecturing of witnesses, who were usually senior industry executives.

Labor CommiHees

The Scnate and House labor committees are more concerned than the judiciary committees with labor-managementissues.
The Senate labor committee took the lead on polygraph legislation. The committee action
was driven by a concern for accuracy in lie detector test results, and that is the committee's
general concern on drug testing. StSmemben are studying the possibilities of mandating
more accurate drug test procedures and laboratory standards.

THIRD-PARTYAWES
OManiratton Allies

A third-party ally program can build and sustain support for the issue fiom among diverse,
influential, national, special interest groups. Such groups can be educated and motivated to
act in support of the issue based on their commitment to action on behalf of their members
and constituents. Moreover, these groups, in turn, become channels by which broader
segments ofthe public can be educated and mobilized to support the issue.
This approach yields pow& evidence of broad public interest and support and dramatically underscores the implications ofthe issue for a large and diverse cross section of the
American public.

Such widespread support broadens the issue beyond what might otherwise be viewed
politically as a single industry or single interest issue. In dect, it raises the political price
placed on an elected official's position.
The third-party lobby can operate in a variety of ways, including coalitions, grass-roots
programs, public forums, by-lined articles, testimony, or direct contact with elected officials
by representatives of participating third-party national groups.

The following national constituencies have a clear and compelling stake in the privacy issue:
Women
Ethnics
Blacks
Civil Libertarians
Cansumu Groups
Organized Labor
Professional and Tnde Groups
Hobbyists
Older W o k Advocates
Associations representing individuals with disabilities
First Amendment proponents
Identified below art examples ofleading national groups within each category, which we
believe are potential allies. These organizations are the types that could be targeted in this
ally program. There arc a wide variety of national amciatiom and groups representing the
interests of each of these constituencies.
Describing his committee members' stance, a Senate staff member said if the panel was to
receive complaints about employer nuveillance of the employees h e r work, the committee
would probably act. He also brought up genetic testing, saying the committee would

probably act if employers sought to screen employees on the basis of th& genes. Such a
test is dkaimhation against the handicapped, he said.

1

On the Housc side, a labor committee staff member says there is concern about accuracy in
drug testing, but no conhensus except that government testing would have to be addressed
before moving on to drug testing in the private sector.
Another House committee staff member says a trend may materialize in which government
moves away fiom privacy issues,settling on the "just cause" approach. This approach
would confine a company to firing an employee for only business reasons.
Montana is the only state with a just-cause law. The intent ofthe law is-toprohibit employers fiom firing for whatever reason other than business. A m p w g , a House member
says that IBM has a virtual lifestyle code for its employees, violation of which results in their
d i s d , and there i s no federal law protecting the employee.

During the last House session, Rep. Don Edwards, D-waschiefsponsor ofthe beeper
bill; REP. A1 McCandlw, R-CA, the video rental bill; Rep. Charles Schumer, D-NY,two
bills,one requiring a second evaluation ofpositive drug test results, and another applying
provisions of the Fair Credit Recording Act to national rental service screening methods.
Security would be tightened for disclosure of federal tag social security and census information with enactment of a bill offered by Rep. Bill Nelson, D-FL.
This year, it remains to be seen if there is the climate for comprehensive adon by Con-

gress.
There is a crazy-quilr &rules, policies, state laws, court and arbitrator decisions upon the

land and that situation &en is &n used as just%ation for comprehensive federal action.
For each constituency, we identifjr a potential "point of departure7' for generating issue
support. Specific "hot buttons7*to be pressed in stimulating support will be identified for
each category and group as we begin our process. Our research to this point has not
benefited from direct discusdon with the groups to precisely gauge their specific current
interests on the privacy issue. More precise messages will emerge and be refined as we
begin our cikwsions with the leadership of each group.

WOMEN

Examples: National Organization of Women*
Women's Equity Action Laague*
Women's Legal Defense Fund
9 to 5, National Association ofworking Women
A preliminary point of departure for dimusion with women's groups might revolve around
employment' discrimination against single mothers and pregnant women.

Examples: Arab-American Anti-Disuimination Committee
B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation League
National Italian American Foundation
- LULAC*
National c0~~1.d
ofLaRaza+

A point of departure for cliscwions with ethnic groups would be issues relating to discrimination based on ethnic stereotype.

Examples: National Urban League*
NAACP*
National Council of Negro Women*
National Conference of Black Mayors*
National Black Caucus ofstate Legislators*
Exploratory discusions with national associations representing the interests of Blacks will
begin with discussion on racial stereotypes and dkchhation.

Examples: Common cam
People for the American Way*
ACLU*
Americans for Democratic Action*
CAT0 Institute*

N
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A point of departure in our discusions with these groups likely would fkce the privacy issue
head on and explore the issue of big business as Big Brother.

* Indicates current/previous Philip Morris support to an organization.

a
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CONSUMER 6ROUPS
Examples: National Consumers League
Consumer Federation of America
Consumers Union

i

\

'-1

Exploratory discussions with consumer groups might point to the privacy issue as it relates
to the potential for consumer advoacy to bc threatened and the potential ofconsumers'
credit history to be exploited by employers.

>

ORGANIZED LABOR
\

ti
n

il
*"I

Examples: AFL-CIO*
Air h e Pilots Association, International*
Association of Flight Attendants
Coalition of Labor Union afWomen*
United Auto Workers*
The point ofdepartwe for discussion with unions would likely go directly to workers'
rights. (We recognize that labor is being handled at this point by Pete Sparber.)
PRBFESSIONALLS/TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
Examples: International Association of Firefighters
International Assodation of Women Police
National Police OfEcers Association

National Education Association
Amerisan Federation of Government Employees
American Nurses' Association
American Library Association
National Association ofvideo Distributors
Distilled Spirits CounciI of America

The precise masages would relate to each of the group's specific privacy issues, e.g., dthe-job behavior, as thcy relate to potential employer abuse.

Examples: National Rifle Association* (gunowners)
International Hot Rod Association (race cu drivers),
A i r d Owners and Pilots Association (pilots)

Messlgc development with these and other such groups would begin with disarssion
around d-the-job high risk behavior and the potential for employer dimhination.

* Indicates nurent/previous Philip Morris support to an or-tion.

OLDER WORKER ADVOCATES
..
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Examples: Older Women's League
American Association of Retired Persons
National Council on the Aging*
National Council of Senior Citizens
The privacy issue relates directly to national groups representing the interests of older
workers. Age discrimination is a primary concern of these groups.
ASSOCIATiQNIS REPRESENTING INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
.Exarnpies: Epilepsy Foundation of America (epileptics)
Cancer H o w United (cancer patients)
Council for Understanding Mental Illness (individuals in therapy)
National Association of Protection and Advocacy Systems (handicapped)
Discussions with associationsrepresenting individuals with impairments might relate to the
potential for discrimination on the part of employers.
FIRST AMENDMEW PROPONENTS
Examples: Sigma Delta Chi (journalists)
American Publishers Association
National Newspaper PublishersAssociation*

National Artists Equity Association
American Association &Advertising Agencies*
Mountain States Legal Foundation*
The Qiscussionswith each of these types of groups likely would begin with the issue of
encroachment on First Amendment rights.

The following men and women are identified as likely candidates, based on a review of their
writ@ and comments to reporters to be approached through third parties as op-ed advocates. Some oftheir remarks are prdvided to suggest a sense oftheir thinking and prospects
for legislative action.
American Civil Liberties Union

Allan Adler
Legislative. c o d
Washington

* Indicates current/previous Philip Morris support to an organization.

